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The text that follows is a creative thesis. on one level it is the story of two people 
-

Ray Dakin and Eileen Malan-who met during the 1940s in v/ales and shared wonderful

experiences together for a brief period of time. Their paths separated, however, their lives

were reunited when a Bible, which Ray lent to Eileen in 1941, was returned to him 55

years later' on another level Ray and Eileen's story experiments with effacing the bound-

ary between novel and criticism; author and reader, fact and fìction to produce a work that

questions the stability of genres. If rruth Be Told comprises a mixture of seemingìy auto-

biographical writing, fictitious prose and interview transcriptions, which can be under-

stood as a refusal of any steady border between gerues. The purpose of the text is to
construct ambiguities that force the reader to question his or her assumptions about genïe,

the structure of a novel and the act of reading.

The reader may understand this text as an work of fìctocriticìsm; not a genre, but a

mode of writing that pays particular attention to questions of address. In other words, the

strategies of telling are part of the point of the tale. The effect on the reader of applying a

label such as fìctoc¡iticism instead of historiographic metafìction is to not only encourage

an interrogation of the reading of history that the nar¡ative voice provides, or by extension

all mediated versions of history but to examine the constructedness of reality or truth in
all accounts-whether they be fictitious, historical or critical-and to understand that

those truths are manipulated, informed, maintained and suppressed by particular power

structures; and those power structures are the invisible, arbitrary and institutionalized

means by which society and individuars form conventions.
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[T]ext of pleasure: the text that contents, fills, grants euphoria; the text that
comes from culture and does not break with it, is linked To a comfortable prac-
tice of reading' Text of bliss: the text that imposes a state of loss, the text that
discomforts þerhaps to the point of a certain boredom), unsettles the reader,s
historical. cultural, psychological assumptions, the consistency of his tastes,
values. memories. brings to a crisis his relation with language.

-Roland 
Barthes, The Pleasure of the TexÍ,14

If Truth Be Told experiments with effacing the boundaries between novel and criti-

cism; author and reader, fact and fiction to produce a work that questions the stability of
gerres' If Truth Be Told begins with a mixture of seemingly autobiographical writing, fic-

titious prose and interview transcriptions, which can be understood as a refusal of any

steady border between geffes. The purpose of the text is to construct ambiguities that

force the ¡eader to question his or her assumptions about genre, the structure of a novel

and the act of reading.

With a handful of notes to self, snippets of conversations, letters and lyrics, as well

as a preface, introduction and afterword, the text plays with unconventional story-telling

methods and the misconceptions or assumptions that result in labeling a work (i.e. novel,

biography, nonfiction, history). Each label holds a certain meaning and set of assumptions

regarding the style of writing and format. For example, the Canadìan Oxford English

Dictionary defìnes the novel as "a fictitious prose story of considerable length and com-

plexity, esp. one representing character and action with some degree of realism.,, But this

defìnition could also apply to historical fiction, creative nonfiction, theory-fiction, docu-

drama, mystory or infotainment. The different labels suggest that these writing practices

collapse the traditional definitions of gernes and instead reflect on the conditions of writ-

ing, especially those conditions that allow the author and reader to efface disciplinary
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borders traditionally limiting the scope of fiction and criticism.

ln the case of historical fiction and creative nonfiction, the reader oÍ1en understands

the text according to its labelr fact or fiction, history or story. In this sense, authors, read-

ers, critics and scholars are all, in some way, entangled in an ideological web of genres,

categories and even gender. Nevertheless, it is possible for any geffe to accommodate

other forms: poetry, screenplay, drama, novel, film can contain elements apparently nat-

ural to some other form. IJ'Truth Be Told experiments with different writing styles to ques-

tion the defìnition of a novel and the expectation that the contents are fictitious prose.

Examples of this mixture of forms can be seen in Aritha van Herk's In Wsible Ink,

which acknowledges that no form of writing can remain categorically separated from

another, and in Michael Tumer's Anzerican l4rhiskey Bar,which shows that a screenplay

can also be labeled a novel and contain a fìctitious prose story representing character and

action. In addition- Timothy Findley. Daphne Marlatt and Erich Maria Remarque have all

published novels that create fictitious accounts of historical events. (Remarque has even

had some of his work cited as an historical document.) Authors, such as those named

above, encourage the continuation of a blur¡ed distinction between fact and fiction,

reminding the reader to consider geffe as a dynamic rather than static, category.

For those readers who insist on having a category or label, If Truth Be Totd could be

considered fictocriticism. By fìctocriticism, I mean not a genre, but a mode of writing that

pays particular attention to questions of address. In other words, the strategies of telling

are part of the point of the tale. Even though, as Barthes says, "one does not write for the

other," writing is a narrative construction and questions of sender-message-receiver

return, though complicated by the assumptions and misconceptions readers bring to a text.

The effect on the reader of applying a label such as fictocriticism instead of hìstori-

ographic metafiction is to not only encourage an interrogation of the reading of history

that the narrative voice provides, or by extension all mediated versions of history but to
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examine the constructedness of reality ortruth in all accounts, whetherthey be fictitious,

historical or critical, and to understand that those truths are manipulated, informed, main-

tained and suppressed by particular power structures. The power structures I am referring

1o are the invisible, arbitrary and institutionalized means by which society and individuals

form conventions.

For example. the reader's assumptions and misconceptìons regarding history and lit-

erature are examined in the stories presented in If Truth Be Totd. The characters, personal

histories combined with varying accounts from historical documents show that any writ-

ten (or spoken) record of history must be read as a reconstruction, deemed more or less

accurate according 10 any number of variables. The purpose of presenting histories in this

man¡er is to acknowledge that every life is open to interpretation, every history is subject

to exegesis. According to Linda Hutcheon in "Postmodern P¡oblematizing', Engtish Studies

in Canada, "what post-modern writing of both history and literature has taught us is that

both history and fiction are discourses, that both constitute systems of signifìcation by

which we make sense of the past ('exeñions of the shaping, ordering imagination,).,, (367)

When reading If Truth Be Told, the reader is in a constant process of creating mean-

ings in a way that cannot be duplicated on second readings or by other readers. ..you can,t

step twice into the same ¡ivet" (Heraclitus). The same process exists in the act of research-

ing and writing. Writers-historians, biographers or storytellers- are not neutral chroni-

clers of events but actively shape and determine the events they are writing about. ..Like

fìction, history is viewed through frames, and those frames bring only certain pre-selected

things into the foreground of the reader's attention" (Linda Hutcheon, The Canodian

Postmodern' 21). This point becomes clear as each character in If Truth Be Toldtells sto-

ries from the past' They resurrect details, offer amusing anecdotes and confessions, sug-

gest variations of events and recreate all possible parallels and patterns, thereby inventing

themselves as they go along. The writer, the interviewer, the historian: all retrospectively



shape experiences with the knowledge of the outcome of events. Whether it is a docu-

mented history (the official word) or an eyewitness account (the unoffìcial word), each

involves transforming a series of historical events (whether public or private) into a story

that is accessible to the reader.

The structure of If Truth Be Told attempls to simulate the experiences of the inter-

viewer by including research materials within the appendix and by providing documents

such as transcripts and letters. Such a simulation serves to ack¡owledge that misinforma-

tion can exist in both official and unofficial documents and that the reader has an active

role in questioning the presented material.

Whether the reader is invited subtly or overtly to enter the text, he or she must con-

siderthe process of narrativizarion such as the decisions made by the authorto include or

exclude certain pieces of information. Authors such as David Amason, Robert Kroetsch,

Merilyn Simonds and Diane Schoemperlen have published works that allow the reader

and author to assume a position within the text. In Arnason's "A Girl's Story" the reader

is invited to become the heroine; a beautiful girl, tall and slender with long blonde hair.

"You've wondered what it would be like to be a character in a story, to sort of slip out of

your ordinary self and into some other character. Well, I'm offering you the opportunity ..."

(Likely StorÌes, 17). But who has extended that invitation? Just as the author has invited

the reader to take on a fictitious role in the story so has the author assumed his own fic-

tional character, not explained to be such, who serves as the narrator. Such a strategy could

be intended for any number of reasons: to play with the reader, to experiment with a post-

modern structure, to blur the distinction between subject positions (reader-author-charac-

ter). Regardless of the reason, the author or reader's entry into the text forces the reader

to consider subject position (in addition to genre) as a dynamic category.

In If Truth Be Toldthe reader's invitation into the text is more subtle than in "A Girl's

Story." The interviews with the protagonist, Ray Dakin, and other principles of the drama
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are presented as transcriptions so that the text is first-person narrative. This strategy of

telling inscribes the reader in the process of finding meaning within the fragmentary sto-

ries while wrestling with the issues of authority and representation. For example, within

the transcriptions each reference to "you" requires the reader to adopt the position of the

interviewer. At the same time the "Note to self' sections suggest an ambiguous position.

Who is the sender of the message: the author, the reader, the interviewer? And who is the

intended receiver of the message: the author, the reader the interv'iew'er? Recognizing the

blurred boundaries between subject positions (1. you, he, she, self, writer, reader) allows

the reader to discover possibilities beyond the confines of the understood role of the writer

and the reader.

The writer's assumption of a fìctional character, acting as the narrator, in both "A

Girl's Story" and If Truth Be Told, serves to multiply the story's narrative lines and render

the plot a diffuse blur of narrative possibilities. In If Truth Be Told thenarration shifts from

character to character which results in a splintered and fragmentary story. The fìxed and

stable subject, who the reader expects to encounter, is collapsed and replaced by multiple

voices, none of which are given priority. The constant shifts in ch¡onology and point of

view are an attempt to subvert the fìxed categories and conventions of classical narrative,

including the stability of nar¡ation and the rationality of space and time.

In the end, the purpose of writing If Truth Be Told in this manner is to dismantle the

established definitions of genres, to question the authority and representation of content

within "offtcial" documents versus "unofficial" documents, and to test the constructs of

writer and reader identity. It is my hope that the combination of these elements allow the

text to resist categorical defìnitions, and that I have encouraged the reader to consider

issues they may otherwise not have examined previously.



"l am imagination. I can see what the eyes cannot see. I can hear what the
ears cannot hear. I can feel what the heart cannot feel." 

-Peter 
Nivio Zarlenga

If Truth Be Told. .. is my attempt to recreate some of the war-time experiences of Ray

Dakin and Eileen Malan. I've reconstructed the events from Ray's recollections, the sto-

ries Eileen related to her family and friends, as rvell as from diaries, letters, photographs.

newspapers and magazines.

My intention throughout this project has been to capture the essence and flavour of

the events and conversations that took place. Reliable firsthand information about espi-

onage and sabotage activities is difficult to come by. and even the offìcial documented ver-

sions of these activities vary to a great extent. Wherever possible I have attempted to cross

reference dates and commonly agreed upon points with other sources. In some instances

I have used similar case studies to recreate the events as I suspect they happened.

In addition to the limitations presented by the documents, some of the principals of

this drama are living and might conceivably be embarrassed or inconvenienced by my

account of their activities. In order to protect their privacy, I have changed the names of

some of the characters, and in a few cases concealed an identity by creating a composite

profile. Much of the dialogue has been reinvented based on the tellers'recollections. The

events described took place over a span of 60 years, and in o¡der to maintain the reader's

interest, I have omitted or altered insignificant incidents that would otherwise make the

story cumbersome. Although over time the mind may alter or misplace details, I have no

doubt that these events took place and occurred roughly in the manner in which they were

described to me.

I've discovered in researching this story that the boundaries between fact and fiction,

history and story, truth and falsehood can be interwoven in such a way that one is indis-
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tinguishable from the other- What seems false, after careful scrutiny is often the truth. And

what I understood as the truth, upon further reflection, was not the truth as I'd previously

perceived it. I've learned to accept that both can exist simultaneously: the same way that

a line drawing, depending on how it strikes you, can look either like a beautiful young girl

or a haggard old woman. It is impossible to see both images simultaneously. yet I know

both exist. V/ith that in mind, I've w¡itten If Truth Be Told ...

-Monique 
Trottier

December,200l



In 1942I was a Canadian artillery ofücer in Great Britain. I was also a member of
Lord Mountbatten's commando unit and participated in 13 raid missions into Hitler,s

occupied Europe- That was certainly different from my civilian life as a chocolate salesman.

I spent some time in Wales where I met an English girl. Her name was Eileen Maìan.

One day I lent her my Bible and the next day I was called back to London. you never knerv

what was going to happen one day to the next. Things just happened. I left without say-

ing goodbye.

She was a great girl. I understand she was a member of London's cafe society and a

friend of the Royal family. And I know that she was well con¡ected in diplomatic circles.

My Bible stayed with her until May 1998, then it was returned to me. That,s how this

whole thing got started.

Monique figures the Bible's return marked the beginning, and end, of a ..mysterious

story of travel and adventure" (her words). I figure it's just an interesting story I got

myself caught up in, but I told her to write it up however she wants. I thinks she,s done a

good job.

lntroduction

-Ray Dakin
August,2001



Of all the men and women I could have written about I don't know why I chose

Eileen Malan and Ray Dakin. I was fearful of being unable to bring their worlds together.

I imagined a joumey where the only guide was a collection of lost documents. But along

the way, I found their voices, the ghosts of places and cities pasr, I lelt the eyes and hands

of those I never knew And step by step, I reclaimed the past for the present.

Malan came to me, as if in a dream, a fully formed image with a name and face, with

experiences I couldn't believe were my own imagination. And every night I emerged from

my dreams like Hermaphroditus emerging from a pool of wate¡ with the body of a nymph

fused to mine' the two transformed into one. I lived her life for a year recording each

image on clean white pages. Each keysfroke pounding and bruising the pages with her

scars' There was a time when I typed these words on an old Royal Standard typewriter that

I bought from a local pub called Fiction. The typewriter used to sit on the bar and ambi-

tious patrons could type short stories for the amusement of their friends. I hope they found

a replacement.

These dispatches from Eileen Malan, typed with great fervor on the old Royal

Standard spoke of her times, I sometimes wore clothes in the style I thought she,d be com-

fortable in, I abandoned the microwave and stood in line at the bank teller.

Malan was a kaleidoscope, each moment someone different, a series of disguises.

Her eyes had the suspicious ability to change colour according to her dress, her face was

nondescript, and she spoke tongues I could not possibly have learned overnight, perhaps

never even heard.

She was a master of disguise, a being in constant metamorphosis, "the present is

always my truth." In a low, hushed voice she once told me you can never reveal your iden-

tity' If you like blue it must not be known. Nobody should know whether you prefer

9
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Shakespeare or Hegel. Any hint can give the game away. Consider what you say and don't

say. what you do and don't do.

Malan collected things, small things, sometimes only a narne, a silk stocking, a pho-

tograph, a kiss- and she presented each to me with pride I've never before felt. Each small

gift held a story-a protagonist, an antagonist, a time and place-and like patches for a

quilt I collected them, sewed them together, never quite sure of the image I would find

formed at the end.

Ray Dakin came to me with more difüculty. He is the father of my mother's co-worker

Al Dakin. I met Al in the summer of 1998. My mother w-as visiting me in.Winnipeg, and

we were shopping along Academy Road. I wanted to go to a paper shop. It was a hot,

sticky day and in my haste to park and escape to the cool of an air-conditioned shop, I par-

allel parked. jumped out of the car and slammed the locked door closed. My mother and

I we¡e halñvay across the street when I realized I wasn't holding the car keys. God, where

are the car keys? They remained securely within the car, which was still running. I hate

being distracted. I hate feeling like an idiot.

Across the street was an apartment building and in front of that building was a father

helping his daughter move into her new home. We went across the street, and I announced

I'd locked the keys in the car. Did anyone have a coat hanger? No stranger to adversity,

I'd successfully broken into my cff on several previous occasions. (lrtrone of which I was

inclined to boast about.) Coat hanger in hand I went about my business only to discover

late¡ that my mother was not flirting with the man but having a familiar conversation with

her co-worker in the shade of the nearby trees. How incredibly pleasant to embarrass your-

self in front of your mother and embarrass her in front of her co-worker. I really have

impeccable timing.

l0



Part of that conversation in the shade of the trees was about Al's father, Ray. A gift

had been returned to him in the mail, a gift he'd given 55 years ago. And that gift was from

Eileen Malan.
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The Particulars:

Name: Raymond William Dakin
Born: April 7, 1915

Birthplace: Manchester, England

Residence: Wheatland Lodge, Strathmore, Alberta

Winnipeg, Manitoba:

I was wondering when you'd be coming. I forgot my watch, so I wasn't too sure of

the time. Heard the church bells though. nine o'clock. Just like the old days. Say things

have changed quite a bit in the old neighbourhood. Now let's see, I can't recall, there was

the Green store, the church and Wyck's out on the corner. Heard of him? John Wyck. The

guys and I used to chide him about being bom into his profession. Finest candlesticks ever

made. And fancy ones too. He gave me one for Christmas 1928. The candle had all these

tiny shells embedded in the wax. Really pretfy. He used to make them for the big church-

the Roman Catholic Church---one, two neighbourhoods over. Can't remember the name.

It was a long time ago.

I used to live here. 7O-some years ago that is. I was bom in Manchester. England. But

my dad moved us out to Weyburn, Saskatchewan. The manager of the Weyburn Review

brought my dad over because they needed a colour lithographer. We later moved to

Winnipeg. The Elmwood area. I lived right here. Union Avenue. Right in this building.

The store down the way had everything: light bulbs, clothes, hardware, candies. Marfy

Rubin, eight years old, used to go in every day and buy five peppermint humbugs.

What do I remember most? Don't know, never really thought about it. There, where

that lady holding the paper bag just came out? That was Magneds bookstore. After Ned's

stroke, Maggie ran that store finer than any man could've. Nice couple. They did book-

binding in the back. I suppose that's what I remember most. Everyone on this street. I

remember their names and their faces, who they were, whose kids were whose. We had a
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family here, a neighbourhood. Can't quite remember when things started to change, might

have been the war, but who knows.

There \¡/as a fellow who lived on our street named Swonky. He was a car thief.

Swonþ'd place bets on who could steal the police car parked around the corner and drive

it down to the church. A buddy and I went and stole the car and parked it in front of the

store beside the church. No one knew who took it, and we went around later and walked

away with the l0 dollars.

Dad had an old Essex car. and he always kept the keys in his pocket. One night my

brother and I decided to go for a drive. We couldn't get the car started, but then along came

Swonky. We drove around for an hour-and-a-half and then returned the car. Dad didn't

learn about it until well after rhe event, but I still got a hiding.

You'll get a kick out of this: Swonþ showed up in the motor transport unit in the war.

13



[Transcript of telephone conversation with Ray Dakin, June 8, 2001.]

I worked a lot ofjobs before the war. i'm w'orking on a line up to write my own sto-

ries, right from high school to last week. I coal mined and handed out samples of soap ...

sold chocolates for Neilson's. I stañed selling chocolates before the war, and they took me

back after the war.

I had a job touching up negatives for Dad. but I didn't care lor it too much. I ended

up talking to a fellow who got me a job in the mines. He said go down to the Chamber of

Mines and tell them you're a mucker and a trammer. I wenl down and the guy said, "are

you a mucker or a trammer?" I said. I'm both. He handed me a ticket to Kenora, and I was

on the train, then on a barge going across the lake to the mine. Sven Svenson said, "go get

The yumka and bring it up here." I was down 1,200 feet looking for this machine. I had no

idea what it was.

I had a shovel this long [about three feet] and a cart. I had to shovel the ore into the

cart. They set the charges under the ground and exploded them. Then I'd come along with

the cart and fiIl it up. I did that about 15 times aday.l had a strong back.

That was the Kenricia Gold Mine in Kenora.

They would spray the place with gasoline to kill the bed bugs. It's a wonder the damn

thing never exploded.

One long weekend Sven and a bunch of guys decided to go away. I was asked to set

the explosives. Well I knew nothing about it. I drilled the holes into the stope and plugged

it with dynamite. Each fuse was about 6 feet long. I lit all2l of them and then ran as fast

as I could around the corner. All of a sudden POW. I was blown down the mine shaft about
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100 yards. You might not believe this, but if the explosion had taken three more feet, the

lake would've been in the mine. The fuses went all at once. I didn't know they were sup-

posed to go clockwork. I just got scrapes but a few fellows were injured. They were none

too pleased when they found out they had an amateur setting charges. I wasn't there for

very long.

You had to get everything in the company store. Then when you left, they deducted

it from your pay. In six rveeks, I only got 60 dollars. When I took the train back to

Winnipeg, I had to stand outside the station waiting for my Mum and Dad. They drove

past me about four times because they didn't recognize me. I looked like a bit of a tramp.

I was on a cattle train after that. I shoveled the manure out of the door. It was a preffy

slippery job. I ended up in South America and had to hitch a ride home. I was gone for

about six months and when I walked in the door my mother said, "now-where have you

been?" She said I should have called to let her know.

I went to Lord Selkirk School and St. John's Tech. I was a great soccer player and

good at track. Overseas I played for the Aldershot 4th Division. I also played with the

Caledonians in Winnipeg, the Elmwood Maple Leafs and British Rugby for the Kildonan

All Blacks.

I played Lacrosse too. You've got to have guts to play that. The sticks are always up

near head level and inevitably someone gets beaned in the beak.

..!.

I quit school and worked at Bowman B¡others in Winnipeg. Then I had a job with

Proctor & Gamble giving out soap samples. I worked in that mine I told you about and

then for Rock City Tobacco. I sold Craven A cigarettes. One day I was in Ringer's
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Drugstore on Portage Avenue giving my sales pitch when I was introduced to the manager

and general sales manager of Neilson's. They were at the sandwich counter. The sales

manager said, "how would you like a job selling chocolates for us?" I said. sure, when

would you like me to start? I started that Monday and ended up working 40 years with

Neilson's. I suspect it sweetened my disposition.

I met my wife when I was l4 years old. A¡d when I was26 years old, I married her.

I think it was August 26, 1941. We were married in Wiruripeg. Vena Eileen. We believed

in knowing someone before you got mar¡ied to them. We rvere married for 57 years. She

passed away three years ago. Vena Eileen.

I'll tell you one thing ... we knew a guy, Frank Wagner. his dad owned Wagner Taxi

Cab Company. Ask your dad about him. Ile had a fleet of Nash Sedans, big four-door cars.

Frank was chasing Vena at the same time as I was. When he decided to drop out, he said,

"when you get mar¡ied I'll supply the transportation." We took him up on that offer. And

when Vena and I came out of the church, there was Frank waiting for us with his cap on

and everything.

I noticed in the car that the upholstery had all these holes in it. Later on I asked Frank

why that was. Apparently, the Moulties were shooting at his dad when he was mm running.

For our honeymoon we went to Ponema Beach. Know where that is? You know Lake

Winnipeg? I had a friend in the news business, Mrs. Playfair. She told me that we could

use her cottage out at the lake. My brother and his girl took us out to this place, and after

every bump in the road she'd yell. I found out later that she had this corset on that was

pinching her. We got out to this cottage, and it didn't look like anyone had been there in

two years.

The first night I woke up to this terrible racket. A cat and mouse were playing hide
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and seek in the wood box outside our window. I spent the rest of the time going to the

pump to get water so Vena could wash. She was always washing. She'd wear a pair of

socks once, and it would be in the wash. That woman was always washing. I asked her if
she couldn't get dirty just one day? She'd have nothing of it. Always washing.

I joined the reserves sometime in 1938 or 1939. It was 60-odd years ago. I have a

hard time remembering. I was with the 19th Field Battery in Winnipeg- in the McGregor

Barracks in the north end of 'Winnipeg. One day on drill squad, I forgot the about-turn

order. The company marched right through a guy's fence. I had to rebuild the fence later

that night.

[Ray's son believes it was the 17th Field Battery.]

Before I went overseas, I was stationed at Camp Shilo. I k¡ew the reserves were

going to get called up, so I took the weekend offto go see my wife. Me and two guys took

the train to Winnipeg. I was cory in bed with Vena until they knocked at the front door.

Who the hell is knocking on the door at 4 a.m.? I went down and there were two provosts.

"Are you R. v/. Dakin?" Yes. "Get your coat and clothes, you're coming with us.,'

They took me back to Shilo on the train. The Colonel was at his desk, and when I

was brought in, he said, "who do you think you a¡e?" I was sentenced to orderly ofücer

duty for 10 days. Later the Sergeant came in and said, "two lieutenants to see you sir." It

was the two fellows who went with me to Winnipeg. I had to sentence them. [Laughter.]

So I put them on latrine duty.

t
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I contracted German measles at Shilo and had to be put in the hospital. I was only

out of the hospital for two days when I was told I had to go to Trig X to pass the 25-

Pounder test.

Well you're supposed to wear sunglasses after the measles. I wasn't and was havìng

a terrible time seeing. I was in the pill box, which rvas this square concrete structure. The

walls were five feet thick. The tank was moving across and I gave the gunners the range,

line of sight and angle. Then I heard the two rounds of gun fire. The problem was I'd put

the guns on the pill box, not on the tank. Well I got something all right, but it wasn't the

tank. A total of 16 rounds of ammunition. They were fakes but slill. I was told to go back

to the hospital. Two weeks later I passed the test perfectly.

Before the war, the MO [Medical Offìcer] told me I had a leaking valve in my heart

and wasn't supposed to be put under strain. But when the reserves were called into action

for the war, the MO's ofüce gave me a clean bill of health. You're perfect. Funny enough,

when I returned from the war, the MO again gave me a clean bill of health. What about

the murmur? The Mo said, "well, it's not there now." They beat me out of my pension

because that murmur wasn't there. Now, I'm in a retirement home, and I've got to be on

this oxygen tank because of that munnur.

[A nurse comes in, Darlene maybe?] This is the person I was telling you about. The

one writing the story about me. I said, "you do what you want." Well, just put down the

facts, you don't need to make it beautiful. Darlene smiles, "so when it becomes a best-

seller, will you be charging for autographs?" [Laughter] I haven't decide yet, maybe I'll
hand them out for free.

Darlene has to put drops in my eyes. I've just had cataract surgery. I can't see very

well, and it's bright in here so I have to wear my sunglasses.
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Note to selft

Sunglasses. Like a movie star. Memoirs of a movie star. Do movie stars act
differently in the privacy of their own home? Are they always glamorous?
During an interview are they amusing themselves with bits of fabricated truths?
Don't disappoint the fans.

I rvenl overseas in 1941 on the P.NIS Queen Mary. There were 22,000 troops on board

and the German U-boats tracked us the whole way. The ships were in a big convoy, but

the others had trouble keeping up with the Queen Mary. She was a big ship all right.

A fellorv I k¡ew came home on the Queen Mary. He was on leave after his first tour.

Each cabin had eight bunks stacked on either side so there were 16 men in each cabin. He

was up at the front, on A deck, and there were fou¡ of them: Bob: a guy by the name of

Vivian: Slim. real tall slim fellow; and Gordon Hunter- a PRU þhoto-reconnaissance unit]

pilot. Their cabin had doors on it, few others had. Bob asked one of the stewards, "why

do we have doors?" The answer was that Churchill had gone over to the Quebec

Conference and that had been his cabin. [Churchill, Roosevelt and King met at the Quebec

Conference in August 1943 and 1944.1 Churchill travelled under the name Colonel

Warden. But he often used the alias Spencer, his middle name.

At nights all you could hear was the creaking of the bunks bending against the sides

of the ship. Claire Vivian, Slim, Gordie and Bob played Hearts for four days on the way

back.

o{r

The Queen Mary and her sistership, Ihe Queen Elizabeth, were two of the world's

three largest liners. They stripped the Queen Mary.Armaments instead of ornaments. She

had 20mm Oerlikon antiaircraft cannons, l2 rocket launchers, range finders and a central

gun-control house. Rumour was the Queens were so valuable that Hitler placed a bounty
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on each, promising to pay S250,000 and award the Iron Cross with Oak Cluster to any

U-boat captain who could sink one of the grey ghosts. The reward was probably just a bot-

tle of something and a carton of cigarettes

Here. Read this:
The wartime service career of Queen Mary was nothing short of spectacu-

lar. In all she logged nearly 600,000 miles, and trairsported in excess of 750,000
military personnel. Conversions in America had made Queen Mary capable of
ferrying over I 6,000 troops during a crossing-the better part of an entire army
division. Working in tandem with Queen Elizabeth. the Queens defied the dan-
ger of Hitler's U-boats and delivered in excess of a million troops to liberate
Europe.

- http: I / members. aol. com/bry 1 97 6 I qrvnary/qm_war.html

I lost my Bible on the way overseas, maybe someone took it. Didn't matter though,

the Chaplain gave me his Bible as a replacement.

On the dresser top is a brown 5" x 7" bubble-pack envelope. Lots of stamps. R. W.

Dakin's Edmonton address is on the front and the retum address forA. Matthews is on the

envelope flap. Inside is a dark brown hardcover Bible. The New Testament. Protestant

Version. Tapped to the inside cover, glue yellowed, is a photograph of R. W. Dakin. V/e

got that in one of those booths, like a telephone booth, and you got four for a shilling. The

photograph looks taped down, and you forget, blast it all now, to flip the picture over to

see the handwriting that you know to be there. What does her writing look like? Did you

flip through the Bible looking for margin notes, underlined passages? No, blast again. It's

a beautiful Bible and was obviously well taken care of. The sepia photo is of a young man,

quite striking, mustached, dark hair as opposed to the white hair he has now, and no brown

spots on his hands and arms. A reverse, a negative of this picture.

There's a package over there for you to look at.
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The first page of Ray's Bible has a place for the owner's particulars. R. W. Dakin,

Union Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba, postal code. The next page has a letter to the o\ /ner:

The White House

Washington

March 6.1941

To the Members of the Army:
As Commander-in-Chief I take pleasure in commending the reading of the

Bible to all who serve in the armed forces of the United States. Throughout the
centuries men of many faiths and diverse origins have found in the Sacred Book
words of wisdom, counsel and inspiration. It is a fountain of strength and now,
as ahvays, an aid in attaining the highest aspiration of the human soul.

Very sincerely yours.

[Roosevelt. signature unreadable]

Inside the Bible is a folded white sheet of paper. Black address centred at the top.

From Victoria. B.C. Blue handwriting that follows:

5 May 1998

Dear Mr. Dakin,

Here as promised is the Bible which I had sent from the effects of the late
Eileen Leston. You probably knew her as Eileen Malan or by her maiden name
of Fakes. She had a fascinating life and in recent years shared much of it with
me by recounting her memories of the past. She still recalled with fondness the
friends she made in Rhyll during the early 40's.

If you do get to victoria, please contact me. It would be nice to meet you.

Yours truly,
Alf Matthews
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The shrill piping whistle of the train sounded like a woman squeezed too tightly. The

whole trip I couldn't get used to the sound of that whistle. It was quite sinister: the whis-

tle, the all-night train ride through a blacked-out Britain. the anti-aircraft tracer fire, the

constant sweep of the searchlights. Evidence of the Blitz was everywhere. Steel helmets

and gas masks, that's all you saw on the dimly lit platforms of the stations we passed

through.

I tried to write a letter to Vena but the carriage rocked so forcibly that my hand kept

leaping from the page. There were some strange fellows with me. A trio of silent men. I

tried to strike up a conversation, but no doing, that was why I was trying to write the letter.

Not one uttered a w'ord the whole trip. even when the silence of our carriage was broken

by the door being k¡ocked back and a shower of confetti and farewells announced the

entry of a newly married couple. My silent men pursed their lips tighter. They looked like

I'd just thrown water on them. a scold of cats. By the time we got to the next station, I'd

managed to pick the circles and crescents of pink and silver glitter from my clothes and

shoes, even from inside my ear. But my efforts at cleaning were as fruitless as my attempts

at conversation. Freeing themselves from a sea of tugging hands, in lurched another newly

married pair, again shedding moons and stars over us all. This second bride was beautiful.

She was the dead spit of Gracie Fields.

London, England:

A general edict declared that all members of the military must have their gas masks

and helmets at all times. This applied to those of us on leave as well. There were check-

points set up throughout Great Britain.

One night I was out with a bunch of the boys, and we'd unloaded our gas masks and
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filled the canvas pouch with orn overnight kits instead. As I was making my way back to

the barracks, I tan around a corner and practically fell into a check stop- The offìcers were

occupied with another fellow who'd likewise swapped his gas mask for a toothbrush and

shaving kit. I slipped back around the corner and peeled offto the Wet Lily Hotel. The

proprietor Jimmy kept an attic full of discarded gas masks, helmets, uniforms; anything

that was left behind in his rooms that may be useful to a man trying to stay alive or out of

detention. I could have been in quite a bit of trouble that night, but being a friend of

Jimmy's I had my choice of gear and successfully made my way through that evening's

check stops.

I mention the gas mask because over the fir'e and a half years I was in the army it

became somewhat of an appendage. We had to cany it at all times. It was mandatory. To

be caught without it was an automatic charge and cancellation of leave.

Around Christmas 1941,1was sent to Rhyll in North Wales for special artillery train-

ing. The roof of my hotel room had been bombed and replaced with flapping canvas. The

sink and counter were so badly damaged by the bombing that you could set a tea cup at

the end of the counter and it would end up in the sink. Needless to say, I wasn't interested

in spending any more time than necessary in that room. Even to get up to the top floor was

a chore. You had to climb up a creaky wooden staircase as narrow as a gangplank. The

whole building rattled through the night.
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A letter to the lovely Vena, posted from Rhyll:

"... There's a beautiful armoire in the room, I checked right at the back to see if the

way to Narnia v/as open. No luck. It's been placed against the wall to block out the cold

seeping in from the huge hole left by the bombing. I did find a dusty tuxedo folded neatly

at the bottom of the armoire. The clothes look brand new. even under all the dust. If you

were here, I'm sure we could find a posh frock for you to wear. Then we could go danc-

ing. Boy do I ever miss your smile.

"... You get to my floor by climbing up a creaky wooden staircase as narrow as a

mast. The whole building rattles like a ship through the night.

"... I went down to a nearby pub where some of the boys had gone earlier. It was

prefty quiet when I got there. just a couple of girls and some men on leave. I've met some

very interesting people. I drank with a man who looked very much alone. He was hard to

follow. Drunk and speaking little bits of every language he knew'. Couldn't understand a

word he said, but he acted like he was utterly comprehensible to everyone. Eventually I

bid him good night, but I don't think he was paying much attention. I forgot to ask his

name. I doubt if I'd recognize him again."

Eileen sometimes dressed as a man and went down to the pubs to hear what the boys

were saying. She was always very elusive. Never appearing too drunk to be unsociable but

never inviting. She enjoyed dressing as a man. It wasn't just that her clothes were differ-

ent, her entire being felt different, acted different, looked and sounded different.

I met Eileen at the pub. She came up to me and said, "You're a Canadian, aren't
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you?" Yes. "'Would you like to play darts?" Well, I don't know much about darts. ..All

right. I'll teach you then." So we got a couple of bottles of beer and played darts.

After that, we played darts at the pub almost every night. She was quite interested in

Christianity so I would tell her stories about the Epistles. Afterrvards I'd take her home,

and we'd talk about the Bible or my life in Canada. She'd never ler me hold her hand.

She'd say, "I'm not that kind of girl. That's just rvho I am." You didn't fool around with

her. As I say, she was a religious girl. So I guess she was with the right guy. I was as pure

as the driven snow

I'd walk her home at night, and we'd sit outside her house on the front steps. It was

terribly cold, but she never invited me inside. We always sat on the front steps and then

when it was time for me to leave, I'd run back to the hotel. By the time I'd reached the

top stair I'd be sufiìciently wann enough to tuck into my bed ¡oll. It was a constant battle

not to freeze in the night.

I was in Rhyll on a couple of training courses. Somehow I'd managed to become a

transport officer, transporting British troops. The problem was I couldn't repair a spark

plug until they sent me on that course in Rhyll. It started simple: "this is an engine. It uses

petrol." You know how the British speak. Anyway they taught me how to put the gas in,

basic mechanics, that sort of thing.

Then I learned how to ride a motor bike. A Norton Motor, one-cylinder motorcycle.

Q: Not much power.

A: Nope.

We had to ride all over the place. My friend loved it. I hated it. One afternoon we had

to ride down this road and turn. [Kinmel Ba¡ The Promenade.] The lesson was to put your

foot down fast and spill the bike around the comer. The road was like this [he points from
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his right shoulder down to just above his right knee then across to his left kneel. The hotel

was over here fleft knee]. And the North Sea was here fright knee]. We came down [from

the right shoulder] and I didn't put my foot down fast enough and landed in the sea along

with the motorbike.

The next day I got a bunch of sea cadets to go out and get the motorbike.

The second thing we had to do was go across the river on the motorbike. I said there's

no way. You can't ride with the motor underwater. The Sergeant Major said. "that's what

you think," and handed me a big jar of Vaseline. "Put that w-here any water can leak into

the motor." So I spread the Vaseline over the motor. He said. "now when you get into the

water don't let the clutch all the way out. Keep it gripping, you know." So in I went, didn't

let the clutch all the way out, extension on the exhaust was up. I was about halfway across

when I hit this rock and down I went into the stream. I came out and the Sergeant Major

said, "pump the water out of the motor and then go there and back again." It took me about

an hour to pump the water out, but I made it that time.

It's the same with a tank in water. You seal it w'ith Vaseline.

Scary thing to climb into-a tank.

One evening I took Eileen out of town to a show They were playing that movie about

the early sûates. "About the civil war," you ask. No, it had Clark Gable in it. "Oh, Gone with

the ll'inil" Yes. Gone with the Wnd.When we walked out. I heard a couple of rifle shots.

We dropped to the ground. It was her lousy ex-husband. He still wanted a go at her.

Apparently he'd taken a couple of shots at her before. I guess he didn't like me seeing her.

The Mounties, well whatever the police were called there, got hold of him and that was that.

Eileen looked fit to take on her weight in wild cats. I guess he'd done things like that

before-
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I found everything about her exciting and fun. Boy, Eileen was an interesting person,

I tell you. We'd go for walks, and she'd talk about her trips to Spain where she met

Picasso. You know Picasso, the painter, did all sorts of things ... Cubism?

"Yes," you say. You've heard of Picasso. Cubism.

She knew all sorts of big shots in the government, and musicians, and she was a

friend of the Royal family, the Duke of Windsor and his wife. She'd visited Windsor

Castle with her dog. She told me about her dog playing on the lawns rvith the dogs there.

As I recall, we talked a lot about the Bible. I told her I had a New Testament here and

if she wanted to read it she could. Well. she said she wanted to read it with me. l was flat-

tered, I suppose. But I had a wife back in Canada. and Eileen was a nice girl but not so

lucky with the lads. I just enjoyed her company. We'd play darts and then sit on her front

steps and read from the Bible. She'd point out things and ask for an explanation. She u'as

always questioning my belief. Not in a negative rvay, she was just curious. Eileen didn't

blindly accept anything. I remember telling her, "nothing happens without a reason. God

has plans." Just then I felt bird shit hit my head. "Higher plans," I said.

One night I left my Bible with her because she wanted to read it. That was my Bible

from the Chaplain on the boat. I'd told her about losing the first one. Two weeks later I

received a telegram ordering me back to my unit in England for manoeuvres. I didn't say

goodbye. I wasn't thinking about her.

[A friend has suggested to you that Eileen never threw out anything. So it shouldn't

be surprising that she kept the Bible. But you ask anyway.]

"You obviously made an impression on her?"

Yes I guess so.

*.
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Eileen was k¡own to the Royal family and put me in touch with this gal who \¡/as a

lady in waiting. She worked in the canteen at'Waterloo Station. I used to take the train

from London to Aldershot every morning at 6 a.m. One morning this woman came up and

said, "are you R. W. Dakin?" Yes. "My name is Trelevan. Do you have a place to sleep?"

No. "Well- I'll make you a swap, come with me." I did and she said, "take off your tunic

and roll your sleeves up." I'm gullible and stripped up to here [points to elbows]. She had

this huge cauldron and three corn-beef cans this big [hands he]d wide apart] and a pound

of mustard. She dumped it all into the pot and I had to get my hands in and mulch it up. I

had an hour and a half to get it done before the navy came in. That's rvhar they liked to

eat. I did that every day, and my hands and arms started to tum yellow She got me rub-

ber gloves eventually.

The swap was that I could stay at the Royal Empire Society.

One day this big car arrived in front. A fellow came out and said, "are you R. W.

Dakin?" Yes. "Come with me then." The car was like a limousine and the chauffeur

opened the door. I got in and there was my friend Alice Trelevan. "'We're going for an out-

ing in London," she said.

'We went pub crawling and to a show, and then I'll never forget this, to the Black Cats

Café. I'd had too much beer and you know what that's like. I went into the wash¡oom and

there were a bunch ofAmericans playing craps on the floor. I went about my business and

then wound up in this game. For three hours I played craps and cleaned them out of f300.

Alice had been sitting at a table in the café the whole time. I came out and apologized.

Sorry you had to wait. "No that's fine," she said. I gave her the money. The limo picked

me up the next morning and took me out to the train.

r.i.a
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Lady Alice was in canada once, but I had no chance to visit because she was so busy.

Then she died and that was it.

I enjoyed my stay at the Royal Empire Society. It had a replica of all the British bat-

tles' Eileen and Alice gave me quite a list of interesting places to visit in London. I went

to Madame Tussaud's fwax Museum]. My buddy cormey and r went around ro

Kensington Gardens to look at all the flowers, windsor Castle and the place the eueen has

in London ...

"Buckingham palace.,, you offer.

What? I missed what you said.

"Buckingham palace.',

Yes- Buckingham palace.

You know, I met Elizabeth II at a parade march. King George VI was inspecting the

troops, and when he got to me, Elizabeth exclaimed, ,.Daddy,s he,s bleeding.,, I had a
piece of red felt in my cap, and it was a blistering hot day. The dye was running.

I was walking with Cormey through Green Park one day and the Americans were

giving out Purple Hearts to their soldiers who'd been injured in battle. we didn,t know
this was going on' 'We 

were walking along when we heard God Save the King.'We stood

still and saluted' Then we carried on, and it started again. So there's cormey and I stand-

ing in salute' [The whole thing sounds like that child¡en's gaÍre, ,,Red Light, Green

Light'"] The Americans were playing it for every soldie¡. we barely made it out of there.

Horrible bunch of guys [the Americans]. The English girls didn't have a chance with
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those jokers. They had money and they'd take the girls out, but they only had one thing in

mind. Just terrible.

During my special artillery training in Rhyll, I'd been approached about transferring.

Lord Mountbatten was forming a lop secret commando unit, and I signed up. Well I didn't

knou' what I was getting into. I was called back to London and then transferred to

Catterick in northeast England.

I arrived late in the day to Catterick and was told to put my stuff away. The next

morning I was asked to get my big pack. I went and got it and was told to put 10 bricks

into the pack. You know those red bricks? Just like that. The exercise was a 10-mile run

with that pack on my back. The last half mile was down hill, and I just tried to get my feet

to catch up to my body. I collapsed at the end. Now I'm an old boot in a retirement lodge.

I still have a sign somewhere around here that says, "if you find me dead, bury me."

The training was hard for a guy who sold chocolate bars. We had to climb over hills

and over barbed wire, under barbed wire, over all sorts of things. 'We practiced walking on

a rope tied between two trees. I had to crawl 100 yards on my tummy and then get over a

fence five feet high. It wasn't easy my dear. I also had to swim for a minute and a half

under water. But I'm stubborn, and I just kept at it. We trained on tanks and Bren guns,

but the majority of our training was in unarmed combat.

By the time I'd finished that seven-week course, they had prefty much trained a

church fellow to be a murderer. If I don't kill him, he kills me. I'd go to bed bothered by

that.

I'm a Boy Scout. [Dakin is one of few Boy Scouts to receive an extended service

medal, which was awarded for his 35 years of service.]

"So you were used to helping old ladies cross the street and doing good services?"
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Dakin holds up two fingers. On my honour I will do my best to do my duty to God

and my country and to obey the Scout Law; I To help other people at all times; to keep

myself physically strong, mentally awake and morally straight.

You see the problem: a Boy Scout measures himself against the ideals of that oath.

My mother told me your goals have to be high. My goals were high, but they were mea-

sured by the number of men killed or the number of tanks exploded and those goals

weren't set by me. My mother used to tell me that everyone has control over what and who

you become. Well it certainly didn't seem that way to me.

Trustrvorthy: A Scout tells the truth and keeps his promises.

Loyal: A Scout is true to his family, leaders, friends, school and nation.

Helpful: A Scoul is concerned about other people.

Friendly: A Scout is a friend to all. He is a brother to other Scouts. He seeks to

understand others. He respects those with ideas and customs other than his

own.

Courteous: A Scout is polite to everyone regardless of age or position.

Kind: A Scout understands there is strength in being gentle. He treats others as

he wants to be treated. He does not hurt or kill harmless things without rea-

son.

Obedient: A Scout follows the rules of his family, school and troop.

Cheerful: A Scout looks for the bright side of things. He cheerfully does tasks

that come his way. He tries to make others happy.

Thrifty: A Scout works to pay his way and to help others.

Brave: A Scout can face danger even if he is afraid.

Clean: A Scout keeps his body and mind fit and clean.

Reverent: A Scout is reverent toward God. He respects the beliefs of others.

Motto: Be prepared.

Slogan: Do a good turn daily.

-http 
: //www. bsa. sc outin g. org

"That was quite a conflict, then."

Absolutely. I'm a Boy Scout ... then I spent the rest of my life cutting heads off.
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We relied on stealth rather than firepower to accomplish our missions. I had a stilet-

to knife. It's this long [approximately 12 inches]. You know what it looks like?

"A letter opener?"

No. I guess you would never have seen one. The stiletto has a diamond shaped blade.

It's pointed at the end with three sides. The double-edge diamond blade is so if you stick

a guy in the ribs you can pull it out quickly w'ithout it getting stuck. We also used a th¡ot-

tle wire. You just wrapped it around a guy's neck and pulled.

After the war it took me about a year to get that out of my mind. I would wake up at

night screaming.

You're still reading the oath. "What? Really."

We were stuck in Bristol one night. The railway tracks were taken out, so we couldn't

go anywhere. My buddies and I took shelter in a pub during the bombings that night.

Around eleven the guy wanted to close and go home to look after his house so we went

on to another pub that was open all night. We left the next moming. There were dead bod-

ies everywhere and buildings on fire.

Just before I came home, I went back to a town we'd been in before it was raided by

the Germans. I wasn't the same for months. I dreamt of those men. I saw the eyes of those

women in my wife's eyes and I felt their ghosts bumping into me in the darkness on my

trips to the kitchen for a glass of water. I felt their hands rest on my shoulders as I sat

hunched on the back step. I watched my tears mingle among the cigarette ash at my feet.

Reminding me of body fluids I never wanted to see again. The corpse of my cigarette

dampened. My fear, my guilt of returning without them. I guess you can't imagine what

it is like to remember.

This is hard, you asking questions like this.
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Dear Eileen,

It is good to have finally found you. At long last. Perhaps we could meet
sometime? I have something to ask.

Yours truly,
Monique

Dear Monique,
Thank you for your last letter-but forgive me, have we met?
Yours,

Eileen Leston

Eileen.

Je m'excuse. Non. we have not met in the sense that you mean. But I feel
I know you or ¡ather know a great deal of you. I apologize for my lack of an
introduction and w'onder again if we could not formally meet.

lr4onique

Monique-
It is rvith great curiosity that I wonder how it is you could possibly know

of me. I am not often inclined to discuss my life, particularly with strangers.
Eileen

Dearest Eileen,

You're no stranger to me. would it not satisfu your curiosìty to meet me?
Perhaps through one of our mutual friends? I'll see if I can't arange something.

All the best,

Monique

By the time I met Eileen Malan she was a bit of a recluse. She'd lost most of the peo-

ple she loved, either to God or her temper. Her daughter and son-in-law were still attend-

ing to her daily needs. I suspect not with the light-hearted nature of their initial gestures.

Eileen could be a bit rough with them when she wanted. With me she was always cheer-

ful, always up. But she certainly didn't come out of the box that way.
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We met through a mutual friend. Eileen had had an accident and her sight was bad.

She'd just tumed 80 and needed someone to cut her grass and do some weeding. This was

in England. I'd moved from Victoria, British Columbia, in the mid '50s to West Sussex,

which is where she was living, in lfold.

Everyday she'd call me in for a cup of coffee and her son-in-law and daughter would

arrive for lunch. We'd have smoked salmon sandwiches and gin and tonics. I think she

mostly called me in for the chat. She'd obviously told all her stories thousands of times to

her daughter and son-in-law

At the start it was all anecdotes, but as it rvent on, three or four years, she began to

tell me more details. Her husband had died.l'm not sure how long, maybe five or six years

before I'd met her. SIie was born in England. Eileen told rne she met Ray at a pub in North

Wales. Her father had retired from the British Civil Service just before the war. Because

he'd held a high oftlce. he was called back. Alot of the departments were relocated out-

side London. He was in Rhyll.

Eileen lived part of the time in London and on the weekends went to Rhyll. During

the week, she lived at Regent Palace. It was a big hotel in London. She was friends of the

family.

Telephone interview with Alfred Matthews:

You have to understand Eileen was very bad on dates and sometimes got things

wrong. But I truly believe the essence of the stories was true. She told me she spent two

or three years in Wales. That would have been late in the war.

Eileen had two children. A¡drée, her daughter, was born in the '30s. That was with

her first husband, Malan. Lionel was born in the mid-war years. This would have been
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with Harry Leston. Eileen also had a half brother, who was killed in the war. [Eileen was

her parents' only child, but Lionel also believes there was an adopted brother, Leonard.

Lionel was named after Leonard. Leonard was killed on his 21st binhday during the first

bombing raid on Hamburg.l

About six months after Lionel was born, Eileen was asked to go to West Africa. She

was a British and French liaison officer. Eileen left Lionel with her mother in London.

She may very well have embroidered things. She could have been sent to liaise

between the British administration and the French administration in the adjoining country.

She spoke French, Italian and German. She was fluent in French and ltalian.

Eileen was tight-lipped about some things and keen to spill the beans about others. It

was after ayear or so, when things really began to interest me. I felt if I pumped her, she

dried up. Eileen had an inflated view of her role and responsibility. She was terrified of

phone taps and of the post being tampered. It was to the point u'here she hesitated if I

asked the official side of things.

Note to self:

Survival skills. An agent had to acquire a photographic memory, to inter-

nalize the order of everything, only then would she know when something was

out of place, lost, abnormal and hence suspicious.

Her mother and she were quite the socialites. They were fringe café society and

entertained a lot before the war. Classic and popular musicians often played at their par-

ties and were among their circle of friends.

Her most notable friendship, of course, would have been with Berly, the Duke of

York, later King George VL She'd been invited to Balmoral not long after she'd had
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Andrée. So this was maybe 1936 or ' 37. They were very friendly, not in a romantic way,

you understand. She'd explain in detail her trip and the princesses, Elizabeth and

Margaret. [One story is that she became a friend of the Berty's, when they met at a vet-

erinarian's clinic with their sick dogs.]

She k¡ew lots of famous people. Most from before the war. But of course, after the

wat, in the Sudan, she met a lot of people through her husband. He was the second secre-

tary or something at the British High Commission in Sudan. But I suspect from tidbits

Eileen dropped that he was a senior intelligence offìcer.

They met a number of people through those con¡ections. Of course that was an inter-

esting time because of the Suez War.

Oh, Eileen's tales went on.

She and Harry did lots of entertaining. She always had Yorkshire teniers. Probably a

dozen of them throughout her lifetime. She had two when I met her. She was fond of ter-

riers and that was how she'd met Jack warner. He'd contacted her somehow

She also knew Picasso.

That was the way it was in her strata. For those in the diplomatic service and for the

families in café society. It was a natural part of life, the same way my mother has told me

about the happenings of life in Victoria for the last 50 years. For Eileen and my mother,

these are just interesting stories to relate to someone else.

I was born in 1932 in Victoria. I don't remember much about the war, but I do

remember when my dad joined the army in early 1940. And I remember when the

Japanese bombed Pearl Harbour in December 1941.lguess I would have been about nine

years old. I clearly remember running down the street shouting, "the Japs have attacked!"

ILaughter.]
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"If you were older you could have been a headline journalist."

It's too bad I didn't have papers to sell.

Eileen was, I wouldn't say stout, but she had a heavy frame. I can't say I found her

attractive, in the normal sense. She had an interesting face. And I understand why she was

popular- She was a real party person. But she could be stern and forbidding as well. Take

the daily visits from her daughter and son-in-ìaw ... she gave them a hell of a time some

days' For her, everyone had died: her fathe¡ her mother, Harry. She was left alone with

her memories.

Eileen had a Singer spofs car before the war, and she'd take that to Brooklands and

drive it around the race track. It was a wonde¡fuI track. There are parts of the track still

remaining that can be seen from the rail on the train from Guildford to London.

I would have been interested to pursue the Italian con¡ection with her. Eileen was on

good terms with her first husband's family, who were ltalian. They became British sub-

jects at the beginning of the war in a very expeditious manner. Most ltalians ended in

internment camps. The Malans did not.

Eileen was also friends with the Agnelli family, the heirs of the Fiat Empire. She

spent a lot of time passing through ltaly on her way to and from the Sudan. And after the

British pulled out of the Sudan, the Lestons were in Italy tying things up from there.
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The Particulars:

Eileen was bom in London in 1911 and died in Sussex in 1998. She rvas the only

child of Caroline and Albert Fakes, both born 1882. Her father was a civil servant who

worked in London and was transferred to Blackpool after the Second World War started.

He had been badly wounded in the First World War.

Eileen was educated in Belgium and Switzerland and was completely fluent in

French.

She had two children: Andrée was born in I938; Lionel was bom in 1944. She mar-

ried twice. Her fìrst husband's family name was Malan. The Malans were an old estab-

lished ltalian family who originally took up residence in ltaly in 1413 after fleeing from

France. Her second husband was Harry Leston, an officer in the British regular army and

a member of the Royal Engineers. He fought in Ethiopia in the war under Wingate.

Harry's obituary appeared in the Daily Telegraph on March 13th. 1972.He died the day

after Lionel's son was born. Both announcements appeared in the same edition.

Notes to self:
Fakes, Eileen.

Interview:

LL: "She was born in London on the 2nd of June 1911."

[He shows you a photograph.]

The photograph is of baby Eileen in a black carriage with a convertible top, which is

% of the way down. Baby Eileen is clutching the outsides of the carriage with her soft

pudgy hands. She is dressed in all white, white knit sweater, bonnet with lace around the

outside. There is a playground in the background.
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The next photograph is of Eileen in first grade. She has huge beautiful eyes. The last

photograph shows her at I 8 years old on the stairs of her school.

"She Ioved golden raspberries, they're this pale yellow, which was also her favourite

colour. 'We would go to the produce market and she would never reach in and grab a bas-

ket right away, somehow she could tell which basket would have the freshest. least bat-

tered raspberries. even at the very bottom. She never openly investigated the baskets.

somehorv she just knew I once told her English cucumbers looked like 'Winston

Churchill's cigar. She flatly told me, 'not exactly, don't be derogatory Lionel.'

"\Àlten we were living in the Sudan our bedtime stories were always about England.

She'd start. 'England is full of scandals, it's delightful.'

"My mother was a fabulous dancer. There was a time during the war when she

danced with a ballet company. The dancers had run out of pointe shoes and tights but not

of public adulation and flowe¡s. The company would take their barre exercises on barbed

rvire fences wrapped in towels. She once told us, 'l didn't know dancing when I was a

teenager. My father didn't approve of that sort of thing. I wasn't allowed to go to the dance

halls.'I'm not sure when she started disobeying him.

"Another thing she liked to say was, 'you're only rude to the people you love in

England."'

Notes to self:

How do some events become daily news, how do others become sub-

merged, washed out, left to dry and brought in again, folded neatly and stowed

away. Births, betrayals, ecstasy, washing day. It's all between two covers, a

beginning and an end. Or is it?

This is where the tale unfolds.

I know several pasts can coexist in the present. For instance, there was

something funny Eileen mentioned to me: "As I was growing up, I listened to

my mother's repeated stories of life. She told me of her girlhood in Shefüeld, of
the Conservative Primrose League and of her sexually and intellectually adven-
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turous friend Connie, who went off to teacher training college during the First
'World War and fell madly in love with a man. Indeed she told me many stories

of Connie. her adventurous friend, until one day, sitting in my room, I started

piecing together her stories, and the stories of my grandfather, and discovered

in fact the 'friend'was my mother."
Later she told me, "You must understand. I come from a long line of

duplicitous women." This begged the question, "is any of the fabrication you
just told me the truth?" Her answer was simply, "only the lies. All the lies I tell
are true."

Reality filters its rvay in. Like sunshine between the wet sheets hanging

outside on the line. I am playing with the alphabet. Making up codes. Letters

that go on to play with words that then play with each other in a discourse that

is incomprehensible to an y-one but myself and the person with whom I decide to
share the code book. How meaningful can any of this be? Filtered through so

many levels of abstraction.

Monday, November 25, 1940.

"The anniversary of the entry of the ballet into the theatre of the Arts Theatre Club

was celebrated yesterday with a lunch-hour performance which introduced to London the

new setting of Elgar's 'Enigma Variations,'recently produced by the Ballet Rampart dur-

ing its short season at Cambridge. This performance was given in aid of the British Red

Cross, for which a collection was made during the interval."

It was awful. The Pas des Désses was cast the same way it was four years ago when

the ballet opened. Typical classic ballet-the story of Paris and the golden apple, music

by Cesar Pugni-you know the type. It was diffrcult. The music was not written for the

dance, and the press didn't get it. They were told "to follow the mood of each variation."

It didn't help that the music was played on a gramophone instead of by a live orchestra,

difficult to obtain during the war, you understand, and the quiet passages of the music

Eileen read the Late Edition of the London Times:
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were obliterated by the sound of the dancers' feet. I doubt "Enigma Variations" will be

numbered as one of the outstanding successes of our repertory.

I love to dance.

Mum.

we had a great parfy last night after the show ... I awoke this morning and
Marlha Brigg's pink feather boa was still floating in the tub. The December air
had formed little ice crystals on the boa. which sparkled silver in the sun.

I'll see you for Christmas. Kisses to Andrée.

Love.
Eileen

One night while I was working at the canteen I met Patrick Berry. Patrick wasn't his

teal name, I called all the Irish boys Paddy. He was an RAF officer and we met at the can-

teen. He was very handsome, the nicest boy. I had started volunteering2 or 3 times a

week, and then 4 or 6 times a week. If you volunteered you could be in the troop show I

went around to the bases and sang. It was a great way to gather information about the war.

The canteen also held dances, and the girls were there to dance but not to date the

boys. If he wanted to walk me home, Patrick had to meet me at the back door.

I loved the dance halls. Patrick was a üazy dancer, and I was his steady dance part-

ner for awhile. I even kept his dancing shoes for him. 'We'd 
take the underground to wher-

ever the dance was held. I remember tiptoeing through the people sleeping on the

underground platforms. crazl nuts we were, dancing with a raid going on.

One night v/e were running late, and the air-raid siren went off. Paddy and I came
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barreling into the underground, hoping to still make the dance. I hated to miss a dance so

Patrick never understood why I changed my mind so suddenly about going. But there in

the underground was Hutch [Leslie Hutchinson: popular West Indian singer and piano

player, well-known in the variety circuit and apparent lover of Edwina Mountbatten, the

wife of Lord Louis].'We'd met several times before, and I was as fond of him as most girls

were. He was brave to be down there singing without his piano. His voice was soothing,

and when the All Clear went he said in a defiant lvay. "let's sing our answer to that-" And

we all sang "There'll Always Be an England." He led singsongs for hours.

Shorlly after Patrick and I met, he had to go to ITS [initial training school]. He told

me the school was in Toronto, Canada. After the rvar he married an English nursing sister

and retumed to lreland. I can't remember her name. but he wrote to me and told me about

her. I still have all the letters athome and a big portraitpicture of him, somewhere.

Those were six terrible years. Ai¡ raids, lost friends. rations. The shelters were awful.

Once we reahzed we were in for a long haul, everyone pressed the authorities for improve-

ments to the air raid shelters. We got beds put into most of the shelters. All the comforts

and convenience of home. [Laughter.]

I once stumbled upon a huge pile of wooden coffìns. London of 1944 \ryas a strange

place.
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Inter-view:

"l spent 6%years of the war in London. The same part of London where Eileen grew

up. The war was a diffìcult time, I was just a child then. We were deprìved of food and

you know it was very hard, I think as a child.

"There was a 10-foot deep bunker with sandbags over it and my schoolmates and I

would go down in there when the sirens went, until the all-clear went. We were also taught

at school how to lay down in the gutters if we were machine gunned because there was a

hush-hush factory going on at the end of our street building Churchill tanks.

"Rationing was also going on, and we had a rationing card. A small pat of butter, an

egg. Oranges were very diffìcult to get. I believe a u'hole generation grew up during the

war having never seen or tasted an orange. Aftenvards. you'd see mothers teaching their

children how to peel it because of course the little ones didn't knorv what to do. Did you

bite it? Cut it? What part did you eat?"

Waiting for sirens

Darkness falls as no one speaks

Hush now, no one sleeps

Brown sugar candy

A sigh. Sardines and a can

Of hard, stale peanuts

"... Luxuries are essential when you have nothing. In profusion,

mediocrity goes unnoticed; in a void, only the best will do."

-Amanda 
Prantera, The Young ltalians

Hot days and cool nights

Now deafened by overhead

Low flying aircraft
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Interview:

Name withheld: I was recruited just after the war started. Just one of the bright young

things hired by the British Secret Intelligence service to receive and reroute secret codes.

I worked in the black-out belly of an oflìce building. monitoring a room full of Teletype

machines, loudly clacking out intercepted, coded messages. Only a few women routed

messages in English. I never met a w-oman named Eileen.

It started with a job advertisement: "... dependable character and satisfactory back-

ground are essential." All candidates had to be British subjects. and w'e had to be single or

our husbands had to be fìghting.My interview was with a British captain of army intelli-

gence. The whole thing was quite odd. I quickly discovered that my background had been

investigated, which coincided with an inquiry that had been made into my farnily back-

ground at our bank a couple of days befo¡e the interview.

I spoke English. French and German and quìckly discovered this proficiency in lan-

guages was known to the Captain. He also knerv I hadn't exercised my right to vote.'When

he asked me to desc¡ibe a typical day, I suspected my day-to-day activities had been inves-

tigated as well.

As the war progressed my tasks changed. I hand-delivered messages. i stored crates

in my home. There were all sorts of late night train rides and people knocking on my door

at odd hours. Many times I knew what to expect, but other times, I really was just a cog

in an enormous machine, not knowing what the end product was supposed to look like.

We were the hands of the factory, and like the legs of the Tiller Girls, ultimately as inter-

changeable. If you wanted to stick around you had to know the routine: 'Whatever you say,

don't say it twice; cover your tracks; if it rains, go into any house, sit in any chair, but do

not sit long; do not attract attention. We were well rehearsed.

I met a woman Andrée. She wo¡ked with the French Resistance, and I was part of an
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escape line. It was relatively easy for agents to get into Europe but getting out was more

difficult. They had to carefully make their way through unfamiliar territory, to a neutral

state, such as Spain or Switzerland, and from there back to London. By 1944, SOE escape

lines through Europe were handling an agent a day. The basis of all escape lines was the

existence of safe houses, mine was one, and cut-outs. Cut-outs were a system of preserv-

ing anonymity between members of the chain in an escape line. One member would escort

the escapee to a prearranged point and leave them. Fifteen minutes later the next guide

would appear taking the escapee to the next point. If you were part of an information

chain, you'd know two people. The person who recruited you and the person you recruit-

ed. Information was passed along the chain, Andrée was one of my contacts.

Whenever Eileen managed to interpret messages over the airw'aves she could tell

their nationality by the way they spoke, regardless of understanding the language. The

Americans yelled, the French and Italians all talked at the same time and the Germans

were steady.

Eileen was completely fluent in French, When she and Hanl, lived in France, the

locals thought she came from northern France.

Her wonderful gift of disguise was only matched by her ability to notice another's

disguise. Perhaps just as an artisan may remark on the ability of a fellow craftsman, she

too could appreciate the subtlety of a fellow masquerade. Indeed the cover stories of the

men she encountered told her more about the nature and fantasy of her suspect than any

interrogation ever would. She let them talk. If you asked too many questions too soon, you

were likely to get silence quickly. But left to talk, the information surely came along. The

poor man who posed as a rich man, a fatherless workaholic claiming to have two loving
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children, the married man claiming to have none: all seemed to lead closer to the heart and

motivations of those who surrendered information to her. 'üe all have our weaknesses.

Forget about me, let's hear about you.

Eileen: When I got married I couldn't boil an egg. But one learns to make a lot of

things out of nothing. [Laughter.] By the time we got divorced I still couldn'r boil an egg.

Notes to self. June 15, 2001:
I sat in the library today. I was searching for traces of you, things you may

have seen, may have read. I looked through the microfiche records from
November 1940 to December 1940.r wanted to read things you may have read.
Is it possible for me to even imagine your reactions. Did you scan the Deaths
and Births for familiar names? Did you read the battle accounts and see the
irony of the recorded facts? "The few bombs, which are reported-mainly in
EastAnglia, London, and a town in the Midlands----caused little damage and few
casualties. A few bombs were dropped. with little effect, at one point on the
Northeast coast of scotland." one of the London bombs pierced the roof of a
surface shelter and exploded in the runway of a builder's yard. The blast killed
three youths who were playing cards in the shelter. Another bomb not far away
demolished a house, in which two men lost their lives. Three sisters and their
husbands were killed and a number of peopre injured when a high-explosive
bomb blew up two houses. Four persons were killed and others injured when a
bomb dropped in another residential district. One man was killed while walking
along the street on his way to work. Two other persons killed had just left an
Anderson shelter and were having tea ... A few bombs were dropped, with little
effect.

I'm reading this newspaper with the k¡owledge that the war ended. But in
1940, even if you were to guess, you'd never really k¡ow what I know. you can
never really know the outcome in advance þerhaps in cards, if you're cheating).
How much longer can this go on?

I wonder if you v/ere a spy.

Perhaps you were trained in A¡abic during your fìrst months in employ-

o{.
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ment. You told me you knew how to swear in Arabic and ask for tea.

Gradually your responsibilities were increased to include assistant to the

assistant of a certain intelligence officer. Your sole duties as assistant to the

assistant were to peruse the five to six different newspapers that were delivered

to the office every moming. You cut out any article that was closely related to

the military activity of the United States, even the contents of speeches by sen-

ators who made seemingly absent-minded remarks about the war effort.

Washington, November 1, 1940.

The two principal candidates are on the last lap of their race for the Presidency ...

Mr. Wendell Willkie ... President Roosevelt.

"... Apassage from a statement issued by Mr.'Willkie this morning alleges that the

President's 'foreign policies are leading us straight to war, for which we are totally

unready."'

August 14,1941.

Churchill and Roosevelt met off the coast of Newfoundland to sign the Atlantic

Charter. To all intents and purposes, the U.S. were conducting undeclared war against

Nazi Germany.

The attacking planes first hit their target at07:53, the second at 08:55. By 09:55 it

was over, and by 13:00 the carriers that launched the planes from274 miles offthe coast

of Oahu were heading back to Japan. Sunday, December 7 , 1947. Americans were devas-

tated. An eye for an eye. An "I" for an "I."

Barely a week passed and Britain was alive with American uniformed personnel. The

United S.tates had entered the war. It became harder and harder to get a decent seat in a pub.

r{.
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Two days after the attack on Pearl Harbor, Camp X opened its doors just

ourside of Whitby, Ontario, home of the marigold. STS 103. The Camp. The

Farm. Major Bill Brooker, top SOE (Special Operations Executive) training

staff, was the first to go to Canada as the first chief instructor at the camp.

Eventually the staff grew to over 10,000 men and women scattered across the

globe. They trained hundreds of secret agents who were infiltrated behind

enemy lines to conduct sabotage and guerilla operations in Europe and Asia.

-David 
Stafford, Camp X: Canadab Schoolfor Secret Agents 1941-45

The fìrst German air raid against London began on the 7th of September

1940 and continued on all but l0 nights until the 12th of November. The raids

continued but were targeted at industrial cities such as Coventry, Southampton.

Birmingham- Bristol, Cardiff, Portsmouth and Liverpool, with occasional raids

on London. ----ebooks.whsmithonline.co.uk/encycopedia/ 1 3/M004 5 1 1 3.htm

Eileen once showed you a leaflet, "'War Emergency." She was telling you about how

awful it was during the raids, especially in the beginning. And the authorities had closed

all places of entertainment. She showed you the leaflet about cinemas, theatres, dance

halls ... preffy much everything was closed until further notice, only to be reopened after

it was seen how the air attacks would develop. This action was to prevent large numbers

getting killed or injured. The leaflet suggested never crowd together unnecessarily and

don't take too much notice of the noise in an air raid. "Much of it will be the noise of our

own guns dealing with the raiders. Keep a good heart: we are going to win through."

*

r .ir

Eileen sipped her tea. "I hated it. Every night. No street lamps, no torches. Car head-

lamps were dimmed down to a faint glow. You had to put these hoods over the headlamps.

My girlfriend got herself into more motor accidents during the war than I have in my life-
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time. I reckon more people died on the roads because of blackouts than because of enemy

action."

Monday, December 9, 1940.

The Late Edition of the London Times reported that the alert sounded in London last

eve was the earliest after-dark warning since the war began; and it proved to be the start

of a healy raid. It follorved two days and one night free from alerts.

". . . The heaviest barrage for more than a fortnight rocked London as wave after wave

of raiders came in. Some very heavy guns were in action and the whole skyline was con-

stantly lit by gun flashes."

Coming in from a raid one night, the planes were forced to circle, unable to land.

Everyone except Bob had unloaded their guns. Bob always waited until he was on the

ground before unloading anything. Four German planes spotted them, and Bob shot down

all four.

Who is Bob?

*

Bob played Hearts on the Queen Mary. He was an RAF tail-gunner.

"In northern Wales, you know where the wash comes in? Well, we did test runs there.

They had these dummy bombs we'd drop and when they hit, there was a white cloud.

When the tide went out the boys would go and collect the bombs to drop again.
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"If we were running a night mission we'd go and check the fìring distance of the

guns. I'd set mine at 150 to 200 yards. During the day we'd go up to 500, maybe 700. But

at night you didn't need it any farther, you'd never see any aircraft at night any farther than

that.

"The Germans would run their air raids all night but the RAF would have a squadron,

rvhich was about 800 aircraft, and we'd target an area for20 to 35 minutes. Thenthat was

it. They'd just fìre up at you. It was the luck of the draw."

The Commando Raids:

Okay. so you want to hear more about the raids. Why don't you look at some of the

photographs over there, and I'll think about what I can tell you. You have to understand,

we were s\ry'orn to secrecy. You can be tried for treason just talking about it. I know there

are lots of books and people talk, but I swore. I don't k¡ow what the conditions were for

them talking or rvriting about it. You don't want to reveal things that might be an embar-

rassment to the goveñrment or make relations with other countries difficult.

Amongst Ray's photographs you see an aircraft hangar camouflaged to look like a

house from a distance. This is somewhere on the south coast of Britain. There are win-

dows painted on the siding and a fake chimney has been added. Pretty clever.

The next photograph shows a dummy target. The oil tanks on the left pour oil into a

trough on the right. Enemy bombers assumed they'd hit a vital area and continued to waste

explosives on the empty countryside.

Here's an important stores dump. A what? Ammunition, a store of ammunition. It is

made to look like a camouflaged lorry of little importance.
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This one is of a dummy craft half-hidden to look like a real one badly concealed.

Rather like a world-sized game of chess. Or a magic show maybe. Watch the hand

over here, pay no attention to what's going on over there.

As I rvas saying, circulars were sent to all military commands inviting volunteers for

"hazardous duty of an undefìned nature." I remember this phrase because it seemed ironic

to me. Weren't all war measures a hazardous duty of an undefìned nature? Potential vol-

unteers were warned that they would have to become accustomed to longer hours, mote

w-ork and less rest than the regular members of His Majesty's Forces and must also

become expert in all military uses of scouting: the ability to stalk, to move across any type

of country by day or night. silently and unseen, and to live offthe country for a consider-

able period. So I said yes.

The crash training program was intense: assault courses: speed marches and amphibi-

ous landing exercises. I remember one exercise where each troop would take turns rush-

ing in and out of a landing craft. By the end my group of 30 men, fully armed, could clear

the craft and double up to the beach to cover in about 15 seconds.

We started on the landing craft first thing in the morning and that was followed with

drill, marching, shooting and long obstacles courses and close combat training. The com-

bat training included working with knives and pistols. There was also unarmed combat

training. The combat training was taught by two ex-Shanghai policemen. I also leamed

how to get into a house. One way was picking the lock. The other was by throwing

grenades in front of us and shooting our way in with the Tommy guns. A normal day ended

at dusk, but at least three times a week we'd be out on night exercises.

*

Commando guns had to be lightweight, compact and capable of rapid fire. We used
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Tommy and Sten guns. I preferred the Sten gun. The Tommy gun was invented by John

T. Thompson in 1917 and then discovered by Chicago gangsters ìn the mid-2Os. Major

Regínald V. Shepherd and Harold J. Turpin of the Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield

devised the Sten gun. Their version was shorter than the Tommy by three inches, lighter

by about four pounds (the Tommy was eight pounds when loaded) and consisted of 24

parts that could be mass produced for less than $15. The Tommy was handmade and cost

5225. Sten is an acronym that combined the initials of its inventors' last names and the

first two letters of Enfield. That's why I find it easy to remember. But I'm sure you're not

interested in this stuff.

The location of the training camp provided every obstacle imaginable in enemy ter-

ritory: sheer cliffs, icy streams, rock-rimmed lakes and devilish terrain. The Lieutenant

Colonel was a former drill sergeant. He knel,v exactly what he wanted and how to get it

out of you. By the time I left, I could fire a gun accurateìy while running, kill silently with

a knife, climb a mountain, cross a river with a few lengths of rope, march 15 miles in two

hours and l5 minutes and swim underwater for a minute and a half.

Amongst the photographs is one of two men lying chest down on a barbed wire

fence. Four soldiers are running with great trepidation across the barrier. We formed

human bridges so the men behind could cross the obstacle on the run.

In the next photo Ray is tenderly crossing a slender log that is a bridge over a gully

of barbed wire.

That run I told you about on my fìrst day at the camp? With the bricks in my pack?
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Well that became a regular exercise. Not that I got used to it, just that I came to expect it.

The course was a steeple chase of natural and man-made obstacles, which we had to hur-

dle, climb or teeter over at top speed with full packs, weapons and field gear. We had to

grind our way uphill. Legs burning and lungs ready to split, then race headlong downhill

to the next hazard. The instructors just kept making us run it faster and faster each time.

I think it was all about your fear factor.

We were told to build the frame and roof of a house, which we did. And it took a fair

amount of effon.I was nearly sick when the instructors told us to clamber on top and then

immediately set fire to it. I found out later they'd used smudge pots and the exercise rvas

designed to accustom us to functioning in burning buildings.

"Wow, how high is this?" [The photo shows Ray leaping from a ladder of logs sim-

ila¡ to an equestrian hurdle, except that it is 10 logs high.l That was 2O-feet high and

although the ground looks solid. it was actually a mud puddle. The instrucror there in the

corner is waiting to check whether my gun is still clean and ready for action af,er I land.

It was.

I used to go hunting with my dad so the field exercises were familiar to me. I already

knew how to blend in with the brush and how to skin and dress game. We were taught how

to build a fire with little smoke so our position wouldn't be betrayed. The¡e was a lesson

nicknamed pre-historic cooking that I'll never forget. Everyone was given a succulent bit

of animal baked in clay only to eat it and f,rnd out it was rat. Some guys took it pretty hard.

but I figured if there were starving civilians across the countryside, then it was good to

know in a worst-case scenario you could eat rat-
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"What about crossing a river on a rope? Was it like a trapeze artist?"

No. There were a couple of ways. If you had a rope cable across a river or something,

then you could cat-crawl it. You had to lay on top of the rope. More like straddle it, then

lay forward. Then you flipped an ankle up and over the cable and inched yourself forward.

Commandos also carried a four-foot rope with a wooden toggle at one end and a loop at

the other. It was for scaling a clifforhauling equipment across a crevice. But if you laced

the toggle ropes through three rope cables, you could form a rather precarious bridge.

There was an exercise for this called the Death Ride. You didn't want it to be a wind1, day

because you had to cross a 5O-foot cable, 40-feet above water.

o .ir

I belonged to the boxing club in Elmwood. It was an old barn of a place. This fellow

Frankie Petaglia was always looking for sparring partners, but then he'd knock you out so

no one volunteered twice. I tried some boxing up in Aldershot but got knocked out in the

second round and quit. There were lots of toumaments in the army, but I decided I was

better at ringing the bell and counting the fouls.

I didn't like everyone standing around watching either.

At the training camp we had to practice our combat skills on each other. It was a bit

like boxing, everyone standing around watching two guys go at it. One exercise someone

had to be the enemy sentry and the other the raider. I hated being the sentry. You had to

stand blind-folded and listen for the attack. Even though you knew it was coming, it

amazed me how silent an attack could be. It was a quick way to get a knee in the back, a

hand over your mouth and a knife in the th¡oat. You didn't get stabbed, just roughed up.

"Your objective here is to learn how to kill, but it is quite unnecessary to kill or damage

your sparring partner, you will get no credit if you do so."
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Note to self:

Attacking and killing German sentries became more complicated as the

war progress. Through bitter experience of commando attacks, the Germans had

instructed sentries to carry their rifles slung in a way that hindered the attacker
and made silent killing almost impossible. New counter measures were devised.

Another hand-to-hand exercise ended up with me yanking my buddy's hair and

exposing his knife to his own th¡oat. You had to role play. Forget any notion of fair play.

Never stop just because your opponent is crippled. "if you've broken his arm it's of value

only because it make it easier to kill him." It was war, not sport. Silent killing was not just

a technique, it was a state of mind. You had to believe it was the enemy otherwise how

could you be sure you knew what to do during the real thing.

In the next exercise, my buddy got his revenge by giving me a knee to the groin.

During that moment of delay before the ache gets you, I ¡emember thinking. "it's a good

thing I've already fathered a child." Then I just lay there in a fetal position, telling myself

not to vomit, the pain will go away, don't vomit, over and over. Dirry trick.

We also learned how to kill with the twist of a rope or a single knife th¡ust, or even

with your boots and bare hands. The operations manual said, "The Commando seeks to

replace firepower with surprise, and to achieve surprise by agility and speed over difücult

terrain." We marched 20 miles at a pace of nearly seven miles per hour. Normal infantry

pace was three miles per hour.

The last exercise they ran us on was the most brutal. Each troop had to paddle across

the lake and mount an assault on the beach, which was defended by our instructors.

They'd seen every approach imaginable. The advantage was theirs. The entire time, they

fred live machine-gun bullets within inches of our bodies. One bullet splintered my pad-

dle and I wondered if they were taking aim. There were hidden explosives that sprayed us
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with mud and water and my heart raced. I thought if I go to hell for killing then this will

be my hell, having to run this course day after day. For Sisyphus it was the rock, for me

it would be this gauntlet.

In August 7942, as I ran ac¡oss the beach at Dieppe and through the German

machine-gun fire, I remember thinking this is nearly as bad as training.

Raid One: Le Touquet, France, June 23, 1940.

The Maginot Line was built to protect France from Germany. The idea was that the

line would provide the French arrny enough time to mobilize if attacked. lt was the Great

Wall of France, stretching from Switzerland to the Ardennes in the North. and from the

Alps to the Mediterranean in the South.

Supposedly impregnable, it failed to save France in 1940. In May. the Germans

attacked through the Ardennes Forest in neutral Belgium, and by June 23rd Hitler was

sightseeing in Paris. He visited Napoleon's tomb and ended his tour at the Eiffel tower.

Bastard.

Hitler never got to use the Maginot line because the commandos vwecked it.

Our unit borrowed six crash boats from the Air Ministry. Each boat carried 30 men

and their equipment. We landed near Boulogne and Le Touquet in occupied France.

Compared to some of the raids I was to experience, this one was uneventful. Our orders

were to disrupt communications by tearing down telephone lines, blowing up under-

ground cables and tossing grenades into convoys.

*
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We were stripped of all identification. No dog tags, no labels on our clothing. No

change in our pockets. Nothing could give the game away. We didn't belong to anybody.

You didn't have a chance if you were caught, you were just shot.

The same was true for SOE fSpecial Operations Executive] missions. No clothes with

the manufacturers label. Nothing that could reveal your true identity. You couldn't betray

yourself, not even by wearing perfume. Nothing you did or said could indicate a preference.

Standard training of SOE agents (men and women) included three main. phases. The

first lasted two to th¡ee weeks and involved physical conditioning. elementary map read-

ing and basic instruction in pistols and sub-machine guns. The training was disguised as

a commando training course. Unsuitable candidates-those unable to resist the tempta-

tions of deliberately well-stocked bars and other temptations (cigars, money, women) as

well as those unable to take the physical pace-were weeded out. The second phase was

three to four weeks of paramilitary training, including lessons on elementary Morse code,

fieldcraft, basic infantry training, small anns, demolitions, sabotage and close combat.

Close combat was a misnomer. The purpose was to kill without fìrearms, although a knife

was acceptable, the double-edged Fairbaim-Sykes commando knife. (Captain William

Ewart Fairbairn was the co-inventor of the knife and a pioneer in early SWAT techniques.)

They also learned to escape from seemingly impossible holds, as well as how to fight in

crowds where the objective was not to kill but escape as quickly as possible. The pistol

was not a weapon of self-defence but of attack. An agent never fired standing straight up

nor in a stance common to competitive shooting. They never used sights but practised

instinctive pointing. Why? Circumstance. Imagine a raid on an enemy-occupied house in

darkness. The approach is stealthy. The agent is keyed up, excited and nervously alert for
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danger. Instinctively crouching, balancing on the balls of her feet, in position to move

swiftly. She turns the corner and is suddenly face to face with the enemy- She must fire

and kill before the enemy has a chance to kill her.

During the last phase, the students were carefully segregated into national groups and

isolated. They received final training in the finer points of their future clandestine lives.

They leamed about various branches of the German and Italian security forces and mem-

orized the key elements of police in occupied countries. They met with agents who had

returned from the field. They had to withstand hours of interrogation as a practical exer-

cise on how to deal with interrogations. And most important, they rehearsed methods of

security, cover and disguise. They were told repeatedly, "disguise does not mean covering

your face with greasepaint rather it is the art of living mentally as well as physically in a

new role."

Becoming invisible meant thoroughly absorbing the customs and attitudes of their

chosen country: what were local conditions like. how shouÌd you dress to be inconspicu-

ous, how do you behave in a bar or restaurant. The details of daily behaviour were just as

important-the way you held a cigarette while smoking, the hand you held your utensils

in, looking the wrong way while crossing the street-any mistake could give you away as

an outsider. Agents had to learn how to play a part and internalize a false identity so well

that they could merge undetected into the surrounding society.

-MRD 
Foot, SOE: The Special Operations Executive, 1940-46.

The course work included make-up and disguise worthy of any theatrical master.

Disguise was particularly important for short-term emergency escapes. Imagine the basic

description a witness might give to a policeman, then work to change that description.

Your nose can be altered by inserting in the nostrils two small round nuts that have holes

carefully drilled in them with the end of a fountain pen inner tube. Teeth stained with
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iodine. Hats or caps. Cut long hair. Use whitener on your hair. Submerge the real self in

the underground other.

Practical exe¡cises were also a part of the fìnal phase. "You're to locate railway junc-

tion A. It has been targeted for destruction. You must lay the explosives without being

detected by the constabulary or military." Or you'll go to a certain department in Harrods,

look for a man carrying a copy of a specified magazine or newspaper. You'll be carrying

the same one. You'll sit on a bench, exchange the copies and bring his copy to St. Patrick's

Cathedral by 3 o'clock. There is a drop in the last pew on the left-hand side. If you miss

the drop at three, the second drop is at the telephone booth on such-and-such street at 6.

Other tasks included following or being followed, how to board and leave a train travel-

Iing at high speed, how to enter a house from the second story, how to get up the face of

a cliff using a rope.

r .io

Our commanding office¡ was Lord Lovat. Quite a guy.Always wore a black turtle-

neck sweater. He was 5'2".

"Just a little guy."

Yes, but bo¡ the power behind him. Lord Mountbatten was his senior ofücer.

We went in and out. We were in France before the invasion. We drew the plans of

that.'We were like a rugby team, all timed.

hour.

Lord Lovat would say, "go," and we went. "Be back in an hour." we were back in an
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Before a raid I would always jump up and down. I was mocked once by a man who

was later captured by the enemy. When he jumped over a stone wall, they heard the jan-

gle of his keys or change in his pocket. You had to lift your feet higher at night and take

shorter steps to avoid your boots brushing long grass. You kept your feet pointed straight

ahead and never walked like Charlie Chaplin. This avoided presenting a larger area of

frontal surface, which is noisy. Never move infront of a body of water or unbroken sky-

line, this prevents silhouettes. Blacken your hands and face, and wear clothing not too

light nor too dark. A neutral tone is best. Keep a handful of sweets or cough drops to keep

your throat moist and prevent coughing. Fifty yards a minute is safe.

Note to self:

The same principles applied to agents:

How do you follow someone without arousing suspicion?
Walk in front of them. Push a pram, this will disarm suspicion.

when creating a new identity with a past and present, choose a past that is
easily remembered and mainly true, supported by a document. Appropriate the
past of a real person, preferably yourself or someone dead. Regardless the infor-
mation must be plausible and as factual as possible. The ostensible present must
be consistent with the alleged past.

Hints on maintaining fictions: always respond to a new name immediate-
ly, avoid foreign slang, choose friends consistent with the personality and social
class ofthe persona.

"What is essential is invisible to the eye."

-Saint-Exupery, 
The Little Prince

"Truth is far too precious a commodity to be used lightly." -le¡i5 Franck,
wealthy Belgian banker, one of SoE's (Special operations Executive) top
London executives.

"Nothing deceives like a document." 
-sir william stephenson, Intrepid
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Raid:

We approached France in small boats one night, only to discover that the Germans

had embedded huge railway rails along the coast, their sharpened ends pointing into the

chamel. They could wreck a boat. We charted where those were and then carried on with

our mission. We spent a month mapping turrets.

All our raids into France were in preparation for D-Day. The Germans were using

these long-range guns to fire shells at Britain, and the commando orders were to chip off

pieces of the concrete holding the guns. That was a successful mission and we sent the

chips back to Britain so our scientists could fìgure out which explosives would have the

best chance of blowing them up.

We were sneaking into France one night when the Germans started shooting at us

from above. I was the head of my unit and remember yelling, "God bless you and let's

go!" We had to jump in and swim through the giant spikes while being shot at, and the

water was freezing.

Once we'd mapped the turrets, we went out with hand grenades to each turret. You'd

drop the grenade in the trap and then sit on the trap door, and when the thing went off

you'd be bounced up. My bum got bruised black.

Note to selft

At a quarter past nine on the night of June 5,1944, immediately following
the nine o'clock BBC news broadcast to France, the arurouncer began to read
out streams of apparently meaningless and disconnected lines of poetry. Those
of us in France who listened regularly, and at great personal risk, I might add,

found nothing unusual about a few lines of poetry at this hour. Everyone, includ-
ing the Germans, knew they were coded messages for the resistance circuits
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throughout the country. But that night the message was considerably longer than
usual. At the same time the night before, the BBC transmitted a similar series to
the leaders of the underground circuits. The messages warned that the Allied
invasion of Normandy was imminent. The message on the 5th was the second
half of the message and it meant that resistance throughout the country should
move into action and begin the campaign of sabotage and harassment of the
German forces. We had been preparing for months. Before the firstAllied troops
waded ashore on the beaches at dawn the next morning, 45 SOE-trained officers
launched the offensive that marked the culmination of Baker Street's planning
since 1 941 . That night almost 1,000 attacks were launched against the French
railroads by SOE circuits. 

-MDR 
Foot, SOE,23l.

Baker Street:

. 2218 Baker Street, the fictitious home of Sherlock Holmes.

' 64 Baker Street. Bletchley Park. Station X. One home of the SOE, where German

armed lorces top secret codes were broken and the world's first programmable computer

and other technologies were initiated.

The Norsk Hydro Raid:

I've told a couple of people about bombing the water plant in Norway. We set the

charges in the winter ... there's a movie about it ... then we had to run like hell before it

went off. We barely had a chance to hide our tracks. We had to count the number of men

missing, I only had three fellows [missing] so that was okay.

[Search: Norsk Hydro Raidf
Allied efforts to intemrpt heavy water production at the Norsk Hydro plant

near Rjukan in German-occupied Norway included a failed glider assault by
British commandos in November 1942, the destruction of a portion of the plant
by an SOE team of Norwegians in February 7943, an Eighth Air Force bomb-
ing raid in November 1943 that left the plant largely intact, and a subsequent
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Norwegian Resistance operation in February 1944 that destroyed a final ship-

ment of healy water on its way to Germany.

The efforts against Norsk Hydro were loosely the basis for the 1965 movie
The Heroes of TelemarÆ, starring Kirk Douglas and Richard Harris.

-http://intellit.muskingum-edu/intellsite/wwiieurope_folder/wwiieur¡e-
sother.html

Raid:

There was a lull in the action and we managed to crawled into a vacant stone house.

Fearing I'd lost our \iay, I asked to look at the maps. We'd just laid out the maps of the

area and rvere plotting our next move when an artillery shell hit the roof of the house.

There aren't words to describe what it's like to be hit by a high explosive shell. I remem-

ber the sound was horrible. I had that sick feeling, like being in a car crash, and then

there's silence and all you hear is the car radio. This time it was the silent noise of plaster

dust filling the air. I check myself for holes and bleeding.

When we got back after that raid we decided to get skizzled at a local pub. The com-

manding officer was in the pub at the same time. It was always great to see someone that

you had feared was among the dead. I had two too many and had to go across the ditch

and through a field back to the barracks. I was laughing and tripped in the field. I didn't

have enough legs to stand up so I crawled on my hands and knees back to the camp and

into the shower. An orderlie came around and saw I'd broken out in red spots. He phoned

the MO who told him to put me in the hospital right away.

When the MO came in the next day he asked where I'd been. Through that field I

told him. "That field is full of poison ivy," he said.

Instead of sending my tunic away, it was just rinsed and pressed. My first day out of

.1.
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the hospital I put it on ... it was a hot day and I was sweating. The oils from the poison

ilry were still in the tunic. and I ended up going through it all again.

Most of these things I find amusing now. But really they were all acts of lunacy.

Conventional army rules and regulations did not apply to commandos. We were not

provided with barracks or mess-hall rations. 'We could stay at a barracks, but we had to

pay a fee. As commandos we were given an allowance and were responsible for our own

food and lodgings. In London. this was great because I was staying at the Royal Empire

Society in exchange for helping Alice. When we were training, room and board was cov-

ered. but otherrvise I stayed with families or in hotels. A decent room cost about six

shillings a day and I made something like 13 shillings and four pence. Nor bad.

Tluoughout the war, I went on 13 commando raids. I was the original vanishing man.

The commandos would meet, be given orders and go. My friends in the regular army

would ask w'here I'd been but I couldn't say a word. As I said, I was swom to secrecy and

could have been tried for treason if I'd said anything. You didn't know who might be

working for the other side.

I lost a good friend who couldn't understand my disappearing act. He thought I was

a hypocrite because I went on about the Bible and being a good husband, and then disap-

peared for long periods of time with no explanation. He was convinced I had a woman and

was disgusted with my behaviour.

t)

There were 32 guys in my unit.
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Raid:

How far can I go on this one? 
'Well. I'll go as far as I can. We were on a raid one

night. and I'd never been on a raid in actual combat. It was quiet. Peaceful. 'We got on

shore, in 100 feet. 200 feet, then they started shooting us with mortars. We were all spread

out. "Rat tat lat tat." Stop. "Rat tat tat tat." Stop. Bullets had gunned down the line of men

on my right. The second hail of bullets had mowed down the men on my left. It was just

Iike in the Bible. Everything suddenly turned to water. I shit my pants. The Sergeant Major

was on one side of me and the Regiment Sergeant on the other. It was an act of God we

were alive. They were dead on both sides of us. The Sergeant Major. me, the Sergeant and

seven others were leÍì. By the time I got back. I smelled aq,ful. I had to get a new set of

clothes. And once I'd cleaned up. I got sozzled.

Our troops eventually captured that machine gun. We checked it and discovered it

could only go so fat, 90 degrees, and then the gunner had to jump it over a concrete block

to go the other 90 degrees. 'We were right in line with that pivot point.

I truly believe my religion saw me through the war. The Lord was with me.

The war revealed a lot of disgusting things about human nature.

Out of all the things I saw, though, I felt sorry for the kids. Families would sell their

kids, you k¡ow, a night with Mary for a crust of bread. I remember this kid came up to me

one night and he had his little sister in tow. He wanted to exchange a night with her for

cigarettes. I booted him in the backside. I also saw people digging for scraps of food in

the garbage, squeezing the water or coffee or tea out of whatever bread they'd found.
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Somehow these horrors were understandable to me. I could imagine being desper-

ately hungry. But I was dumbfounded by the behaviour of a bunch of English, Cockney

guys I knew who claimed they were atheist. They didn't make sense to me. One day we

were going into action, and I saw them doing this [the sign of the cross]. I said, what are

you doing? "Well, we're going into action aren't we?" Yes. "'Well, we're saying our

prayers."

I was mad. Don't give me this going into action business one moment when the next

you're saying you don't believe in God. Saying your prayers. Who are you praying to?

That tree over there? I don't understand that. Religion when it's convenient.

Lots of strange things happened. Strange, like there's-no-way-l-should-be-alive

strange.

'We 
were on the south coast one night during a raid on London. if the Germans didn't

get to bomb London, they dropped the bombs on their way back to Berlin. I was sleeping

in this cottage and one of the bombs landed at the back door and blew me-bed roll and

all-through the window

The Germans had these Doodle bombs [the Vl Doodle Bug Flying Bomb]. They

were like cruise missiles. They'd go along like this [a waving pattern] and then stop. When

it stopped that's when you ran because you knew it was on its way down. Then BOOM.

Q: how were they propelled again?

A: They were propelled by healy water. We blew their heavy water plant apart, and

then they didn't make any more of those bombs.
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At Waterloo Station, abuzz bomb landed at the corner and th¡ew me into a garbage

can at the other end. I woke up with cabbage leaves and rubbish all over me.

Q: So there were a lot of times you were preffy smelly.

A: It wasn't that easy to get a shower. Sometimes it was two to three weeks where I

wasn't even near water. There was not ahvays a bathroom handy when you needed it. That

was hard for a city guy to get used to.

I don't begrudge any of my anny life. It taught me lots of things. Discipline.

You don't imagine it is as bad as it really is. You meet a lot of good people, good

friends.

Vena and I went to a dance after the war and a fellor.v came up and asked to have the

next dance. I said sure. Well she went offand danced w-ith this fellow. came back and said,

"do you know who that was?" No. Never seen him in my life. "He was an SS Grenadier

during the war," she said.

No labels or anything. You didn't belong to anybody.
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A Photograph:

Eileen always invited me in for a cup of tea. we'd sit in her parlour. It was a com-

fortable room, something of a spacious den with a library feel to it. There were two tables,

square and slung low, so that one could play bridge. write a letler or even read abook. She

had a wonderful home.

Eileen was neither beautiful nor even preffy in the conventional sense, although she

had rather pleasing hair and was arways weil dressed. Eileen used to sa1,, 
,.more peopre are

Iikely to see you when you have the best china out." She was a pleasant companion, intel-

ligent and well spoken, or rather ìistened well. I found her voice soothing, which doubt-

less in itself inspired confidence. She had travelled widely and understood the psychology

of Europeans.

We'd have a little tea, some biscuits and then she'd open this chest filled with pho-

tographs and letters and scrapbooks. She rvas the most fascinating person I ever met. I

could spend an entire afternoon listening to her stories and not reahze the day had passed.

I once saw a photograph of her with the Aristotle Onassis family. and she served cof-

fee from a pottery set which Picasso made for her. Fascinating. Really. We,d spend hours

pouring tea for each other. And she would always have a toast, "thanks for the memories,,

or "here's to all the beautiful boys," and I would respond, "and to beautiful girls.',

Her house was fìlled with ornaments. I made the mistake of calling them knick-

knacks, and she told me they were nothing of the sort. They were lifestyle pieces. I have

no idea what she meant by that. She had little dolls everywhere. I was constantly clearing

them off so I'd have a place to sit. A little doll on every chair, on every shelf, hanging from

Iampshades. It was ridiculous really. I sometimes wondered how she kept everything

clean. Little dolls in orange frocks, little Dutch dolls, glass dolls, rag dolls, little dolls with

missing legs, torn dresses, cracked faces. Broken dolls. Abandoned dolls.
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Eileen never threw anything away. I recall one day when we

for a charity tea. I wrote about it in my diary.

were collecting things

March 15:

Searching for nothing in the attic today I found an old shoe box with a string tied

around it. Inside the box was one torn photograph. Why u,ould anyone put a photograph

in a shoe box? Why only one? One torn photograph of a couple entombed in a shoe box

forever, until today. The photograph is not really torn, just bent in half, like for a paper

plane and a corner is missing, the top left corner. I can still see the couple. If you make

the fold. one disappears. Back to back, face to face, now side by side.

In the distance are sailboats. I count twelve masts. no sails up. Maybe a harbour, but

that part ofthe photograph is cracked- The girl is young, sixteen perhaps. but she cannot

be. IJer eyes tell me she is older. She is not looking at the camera but over my shoulder. I

look behind me becauseher gaze is so intense I think someone is there. behind me, in the

dark of the aftic.

The man is leaning against a railing, yet even bent, he appears quite tall. He is not

looking at the camera either but at her, at the wind blowing through her little bun of hair.

His eyes are saying "I love yoü," but his mouth is curled a little, like a boy's mouth would

look, after he'd been outsmarted of his marbles.

I don't know what to do with this photograph. I feel like an intruder so I put it back

into the box, do up the string and whisper goodbye. The box is still up there. I thought

about bringing it down and asking Eileen about it, but even that seemed like trespassing.

Then again, maybe they want to be found.
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December 2.

Andrée came to lunch with us this aflernoon. Eileen and I were in London doing

some Christmas shopping. The city looks wonderful.

Andrée told a great story about the first time Eileen took her to Har¡ods.

"Mother and I went down to Harrods to buy my first pair of nylons. I had always

wanted silk stockings but thanks to Dr. Wallace H. Carothers my preference had swung to

a pair of nylons.

"l was in possession of a national treasure. Nylon had been commandeered by the

goverrlment. ln fact, stockings made of any kind were hard to fìnd. They were being used

in parachutes and tires. In retrospecl, it is all pretty interesting. I remember that part of

Harrods was taken over for military use. They were manufacturing parachutes, uniforms

and aircraft parts right on the premises. The store hardly sustained damage during rhe

Blitz, but the Estate Office was completely destroyed by a direct hit. I u,as incredibly pro-

tective of my stockings. Oh, I was all perfume and lipstick.Abeautiful little girl playing

dressup."

Christmas 1940. The Ma¡shall & Snelgrove advertisement featured velour dressing

gowns: "Put her in a 'something-lovely-may-Happen'Mood this Ch¡istmas." Available

colours are cherry, wine, save and navy. 'Dressing Gown with full cut skirt. Its wide

reveres may be buttoned up to the neck, so making the garment snug and cosy."'

of.

Because I'm from Canada, Eileen would tell me fabulous stories about Canadians

she had met. She showed me a Bible that was given to her by a fellow named Ray Dakin,
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told me about a boy named Patrick she was fond of who came to Canada for militarv train-

ing and she mentioned her son had moved to Canada.

Ray and Eileen were heading home one evening after playing darts at the pub. They

were still new friends so they were walking tightly together as a defence against the icy

wind. but he didn't have his arm around her. They were telling storìes about how they'd

spent Christmas last month. Eileen had been with her family in Rhyll. Ray had been in

London then.

"Ch¡istmastime during a war always seems more wild and crairy than Christmases I

spent at home with my wife. Vena. We had a Ch¡istmas party in the Officers mess and a

fellow I knew dressed up as Santa Claus. His name was Harold, and he was the perfect

Santa because he u'as round and like a bowl full of jelly. Someone had suggested that

Harold get up on the roof and come in through the window. We w'ere all singing 'Here

Comes Santa Claus'and Harold wasn't coming. So we sang the refrain over and over until

I yelled, "where the hell is Santa C]aus!" That's when we realized the window was frozen

shut and Harold couldn't get in. He was hanging off the edge of the roof and eventually

had to let go. It wasn't that far of a drop and, lucky for him, he landed on the sack full of

stuffed toys. That same evening I engaged in a sword fìght with a drunken fellow down

the length of the bar. Vy'e'd jumped up on the bar and jousted all the way to the end when

the other fellow fell off. I'm sure that was the last time those swords were left on display

during a celebration."

.{.
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Interview:

RD: Eileen. She used to tell her son about me and the things R. W. Dakin did. We

never talked politics, just about the scriptures and things that happened during the day.

She'd tell me about a cranky customer and I assumed she was a clerk in a shop.

I didn't know any of it. I thought she worked in a grocery but she was part of British

espionage. She would check the number of ships coming in and would monitor the British

army. I understand she was in Spain for arvhile and met the Duke of Windsor and his wife,

and a bunch of other big shots in Spain.

Eileen would have been the same age as me. I don't know when her birthday was.

not even the time of vear.

I was in a bookstore one day and picked up this book. The Scarlet Contesa or the Red

Countess' It was all about her. I was reading it and started looking back at some dates. This

was my friend.

"Did she ever act strange or secretive?',

No. Well once.

I was involved in a fìeld exercise near the river and from my position in the brush I

had a clear view of the bridge. Everyone assumed it was abandoned or at least out of use.

The road \¡/as a dead end. I was photographing the military exercises across the bank and

needed to change the camera lens. I took offthe lens and was holding it up to the light. I

saw them through the lens: Eileen and this other chap. Not clearly, it was something that

caught my attention' I put the lens back on and had another look. I was close enough to

hear they were talking but not close enough to hear the words. Eileen took a photo of this
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chap leaning against the railing of the bridge. He gave her a kiss on the cheek and then

rode off on his bicycle. She called out a farewell, which I heard clear as anything, but I

didn't recognize the language. Then she turned down the road toward town.

I asked her about it that evening, "l thought I saw you photographing a tall red-haired

boy." She laughed and told me I must be mistaken. "You were wearing your sister's boots

and when you opened your mouth and smiled, you spoke another language." You're mis-

taken. And I don't have a siste¡. That was the end of that conversation.

At the heart of it. I guess we were all strangers.

Note to selft

Eileen. Lost in a dream. She w'as caught and interrogated. Even Britons
needed to be careful. She had been told to take the train from London to a par-
ticular station. But all the signs had been removed: town signs, station signs.
shop signs. Everyone was suspicious of everyone else. There had been stories
in the newspaper of the enemy parachuting in during the night. and through the
kindest of strangers, establishing where they had landed and setting up their sab-
otage networks.

where are you from? London. You were lost? Yes. I courdn't find any signs
and there are no maps. What were your intentions? My mother thought it would
be safer if I stayed with a friend in the country. Why did your mother not accom-
pany you? she's staying with my brother. why is your brorher not fighting? He
was wounded in an air raid. Our neighbours lost all of their children: three
daughters and their husbands.

The interrogation does not go well. They doubt her. She is slapped but
doesn't flinch. It may cost her her life to tell them she's on their side. They,re
fighting the same enemy. The larger one glares at her, "a girl doesn't get hit like
that and take it, unless they've got some practice." Eileen shrugs he¡ shoulders
and is hit again.
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Tetrahydrocannabinol acetate: a colourless, odourless marijuana extract used to lace

a cigarette or food substance without detection. The truth drug. When taken. the victim

becomes gamrlous and indiscreet.

[July 7, 2001. Telephone intervierv with Alf Matthervs.]

well, the thing I know most about Eileen are anecdotes about her life.

The episode of the Bible, I krow chapter and t,erse.

Ray's version:

I returned home from overseas in 1946.It rvas August 6tll- and I sent Vena a telegram

saying I'd be landing in New York and would be in Winnipeg on rhe l3th, Well Vena-

bless her cotton socks---couldn't fìgure out what I was trying to tell her. The whole mes-

sage was coded, and she couldn't understand whether I was hurt or what.

We were married before the war. Vena was a beautiful girl, I loved her, but I didn't

tell her any of it. She was in the dark, same with the rest of the family. When fhe Alberta

Report article came out, they found out more about their dad than I'd eve¡ told them.

The Alberta Report article is really how this whole thing started. I was at Bruce

Wilkinson's retirement parry and met a fellow from the Alberta Report. Bruce, being a

very close family friend, knew of my exploits during the war and had told the fellow about

my being a commando. Of course, he gave no inkling that the whole thing was a secret.

Anyway I spoke with this fellow and he decided to do an article on me.

The Alberta Report was busy preparing their article when I received a telephone call

from a fellow named Metcalf [Matthews]. He had called all the Dakins in 8.C., Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta. That's how he found my son Alan.
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"Are you R. W. Dakin?"

"No."

"Do you know an R. W. Dakin?"

"Well that could be my father." AI gave him my phone number.

a.lo

According to the Alberta Report article, Malan had requesred Dakin be found and the

Bible returned. Somehow Matthews had been responsible for rracking him down. After

Ray received the Bible in the mail, he had intended to contact Matthews. but he was in

and out of hospital and not able to write to him.

"If you contact him, tell him you were here to see me." Ray has had a heart attack

and a stroke' The stroke paralyzed the upper left-hand side of his mouth. but he says it,s

coming back now.

.*.

Okay, so Metcalf phones. "Are you R. W Dakin?"

"Yes."

"Did you know Eileen Malan?"

"Yes, I had a friend by that name."

o{r.

Matthewst version:

Now this business of the Bible:

The Alberta Report article suggested it, but I never had the feeling that there was any

romantic involvement between Eileen and Ray. It was merely a platonic relationship. I
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don't know maybe platonic relationships don't exist now. The fact that she kept the Bible

wasn't surprising to me. It was just never thrown out, she never th¡ew anything away.

She'd kept that Bible and brought it out for rne one day because I was a Canadian. "l

knew this Canadian," she'd said and showed me the Bible. He was posted suddenly and

they lost touch. But it always sounded purely innocent.

To me, the romantic, I thought wouldn't it be nice if I could return that Bible. I don't

think it ever occurred to her to return it.

Eileen died about six months after I left England. I spoke to her daughter on the

phone and said, "there's one thing I would like, there's a Bible that belonged to Ray

Dakin. I'd like to find him and return it." Andrée found it and sent it out rvith friends vis-

iting Victoria.

*.

[email September 17,2001, from Nancy Leston]

Dear Monique,
My husband just spoke to his sister and befween the two of them have

come up with some information that we hope is of some use to you. We would
also be interested in receiving whatever information you have managed to gather.
Our children are especially interested, having never met their grandparents.
Thank you and Good Luck!

Nancy

"My mother was born in London in l9l l. Her father, Arbert Fakes, was a
civil servant who worked in London and was transfer¡ed to Blackpool after the
Second V/orld War started. He had been very badly wounded in the First World
\Mar. I believe that my mother purchased a house in Rhyl after the war started.
Her parents lived there and she would come to stay when she was not working
in London. Also my sister Andrée lived in this house and was looked after by
my maternal grandmother. We only know that my mother worked in London
and believe she worked for an electrical component manufacturer. We know that
she lived in the Regent Palace Hotel. She was a family friend of the owners. And
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we kno\¡/ that she was in London during the war and that she met mv father
there."

Itelephone conversation with Lionel, October 3, 2001]

Albert Fakes worked in the administrative arm of the civil service. He had been a

goldsmith before the First World War but was badly wounded and gased, during the war.

He was being treated in a field hospital, and it got bombed. Albert had a series of opera-

tions and wore a steel girdle. He spent 18 months on an air bed.

Alf Matthews: Eileen \¡/as quite the socialite. She knew lots of people: Nasser

fGamal Abd-Al Nasser, the charismatic, ruthless and brilliant political leader of Egypt],

Haile Selassie fEthiopian emperor, Ras (Prince) Tafari Makomen, symbol of rastafarian-

ism.] She knew them all before the war.

Eileen did a lot of dancing in the '30s and '40s and I guess in the '50s. She,d tell me

about her dance partners: [you miss the first name] and Bob Boothby. She was a fun per-

son to be with. Her daughter was areal beauty in her teens and twenties. Stunning.

Now item No. 5 in your letter ...

[5. The Alberta Report article said she drove race cars at B¡ooklands race track, met

Mussolini at a garden party, holidayed at Balmoral Castle, and later went to 
'West 

Africa

as an interpreter. Was this during or after the war? Did Ms. Malan relate details of these

events to you?]
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The Brooklands race track ... and I suppose this is what you might call journalistic

license .. . but you know after that article came out, I vowed never to talk to a reporter

again. If that's how she wrote what I said, well all right, but I'll never see a movie and

think any part of it is true.

Eileen had a Singer sports car, and she'd take that to Brooklands and drive it around

the track. Brooklands was a famous track with great bankings.

Nancy and Lionel's reply:

My mother did, I believe, drive racing cars before the war at Brooklands, but not

competitively. It was not a Fiat 500, however she did many years later have such a car in

the Sudan.

It is true that she met Mussolini before the war at a garden party. My half sister's fam-

ily was an old established Italian family, and Eileen was a friend of the Agnellis. fPerhaps

she met Mussolini through one of these families.]

[telephone conversation October 3, 2001]

Lionel: Eileen divorced the man (Malan) but not the family. After the war, she had

the Malan family Bible. It was later auctioned at Southby's. It had all the family names

and birth dates in it. The Malans were French Huguenots who fled France in the 1500s.

They were a big family of gun runners. There was also a "Sailor" Malan, who was a fly-

ing fighter ace during the war. I'm not sure if he was a relation.

.:.
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Alf Matthews: Eileen was divorced from her first husband in the late '30s. She men-

tioned her estranged husband had been very threatening, but she never mentioned him

shooting at her. Perhaps it was one of those things that slipped her mind, or she was dis-

tracted and began another story without telling me that one.

He was a restaurateur in London.

She'd had some of her friends, like Jack Hawkins [movie star], put him straight to

Ieave her alone.

o{r.

After a year she started repeating stories, and i'd have to prompt her with names and

things, then she'd go offand I'd learn more.

Uncanny, I could write a book full of anecdotes.

Some of her stories were so fascinating. I couldn't believe they happened to her. Or

that they'd all happened to the same person.

Astounding. What I mean to do is write down snippets so when I get together with

her son, I'll have a list. I'd like to let his children know what a fascinating grandmother

they had. The last time I met him [Lionel] was only for about half an hour at Eileen's

funeral in England.

o{o.

Nancy and Lionel: My mother joined my father on the Gold Coast (Ghana) at the

beginning of 1945.

When we lived in the Sudan, we had a house in Omdurman and then in Khartoum. It

is true that my parents had many friends. I know that they entertained a lot.
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Alfred Matthews: In the '50s when the British reft the Sudan, HarÐ, was one of the

Iast to leave.

The Fiat company, because Eileen knew the Agnelli family, had contacted her to see

if she k¡ew any parties interested in opening their company in the Sudan. She did recom-

mend a party interested in the dealership, and they went ahead and set it up.

Eileen's birthday came round, and there was a ring on the doorbell. I suppose a ser-

vant went to the door. Anyway, they had a Fiat 500, pale blue, on a truck outside. It was

her birthday present.

She was teìling me that months later, and this is during the Cold War, she was dri-

ving along, and in front of the Russian embassy, hit a bump or had to make a sudden

movement and somehow the car was damaged. She couldn't go front or backwards.

The guard outside informed the authorities inside of the incident, and the Russian

ambassador came out. Several of them lifted up the Fiat and brought it into the embassy.

Eileen and the ambassador were great friends, having socialized at different diplo-

matic parties. Eventually someone from Fiat came along, fixed the car and put it on the

road again.

Eileen was in two plane crashes in North Africa.

oh, a host of things happened to her. I could write down a hundred things.

A fascinating life.

"You should write these stories down, it would be a shame for them to be lost.,'

I've been thinking about some old friends here in Victoria who have recently passed
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away: and their influence on me. I've been looking in books on Salt Spring, and the only

reference I can find of Charlie Moore is that he donated his Buick to the war effort to be

used as a fire engine.

Only one reference, despite all the things this man did. And he probably only donat-

ed it because you couldn't get any petrol during the war.

My wife and I moved here fVictoria] four years ago. It used to be that hardly a week

,went by when I didn't think of her. I'd hear names of singers and musicians from the '30s

and '40s. for example, Joh¡nie Ray. There was a café in Kings Road, she knew Johnnie

well. [Johnnie Ray, American pop singer, popular in the U.K. His first major hit was Cry.

1es 1.l

There was no end to the list of names from that era.

Nancy and Lionel: My father was a mining and drilling engineer. He was part of the

reguìar army and in 1937 got called up. After the war he worked for the Admiralty and

then the colonial service to Sudan. He headed up the goverrment department drilling for

water. When Sudan became an independent country he stayed and worked for the Sudan

civil service. My parents left the Sudan in 1959 and moved to France. Harry worked in

Monte Carlo but didn't like it there, and they moved to Alassio, Italy. After that they lived

in northern France in Le Touquet. I believe that she met Jack Wamer when they lived in

Monte Carlo.

It is true that my mother did know many people. I have spoken with my sister and

we believe that she met Picasso before the Second World War, probably at Balleria in the

south of France. My sister has a pottery piece signed by Picasso from this time period.

[Picasso was living in Paris and working in ceramics, while pwsuing new methods of lith-
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ography. Alfred Matthews, however, believes Eileen and Harry met Picasso after the war

w.hen they rented a villa near his somewhere in or near Monaco. Either version is possible].

Note to self:

The Le Touquet connection is interesting. Ray's first raid was at Le
Touquet (the Maginot Line). Eileen and Harry later lived in Le Touquet.
According to Lionel, Andrée is named after Eileen's friend who was in the
French Resistance, stationed in Le Touquet.

Candis Mclean writes:

"\ùy'ailing 10 go to a party in Monaco, a man who admired her dog turned out to be

Jack 
'Warner. 

the film producer. Later, he wanted to make a film about her life. but she

refused because of secrecy issues."

Note to self:

Warner Brothers is making a fìlm of Charlotte Gray, a young Scottish
woman who worked for the French Resistance during the Second World War.

Jack loved gambling with Eileen. She could roll anything. They were at a private

party one night and she'd had her way with the tables.

"She and I were rehashing the events of the evening and I made some conìment about

her great string of luck. ''What would you like me to roll,'she asked. How about an eight.

Without answering she rolled an eight. We played a couple more rounds like that and I

noticed the dexterity with which she picked up the dice. Afterwards she explained that to

avoid crapping out on the first roll, you had to pick up the dice just so. Have the sixes face

to face, or the aces face to face. And do it quickly so you don't arouse suspicion. They're
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likely to roll out the same way if you're skilled enough, and thus avoid crapping out. And

Eileen was skilled enough. I thought she was a cheat, but I was totally enthralled with her.

Where did you learn that? She told me that she and her husband played with Occupation

Lira in ltaly. It was his trick."

This particular trìck also came in handy to Ray Dakin in the Black Cats Café.

Eileen knew all sorts of tricks: if you wanted to pass a note unseen in a café, privately

u'rile on the inside of a cigarette paper, roll it up and then pass it to the waiting parfy.Try

to w'rite toward the butt end, that way the person can light the cigarette, have a couple

puffs then fìnd a private place to put it away for later.

What about concealing something you've written but can't erase? Write applesap-

plesapples over the lext. Don't want someone to use the phone? Just unscrew the phone

and take out the carbon disk. An outgoing call can be made and you can hear the other per-

son on the end of the line, but they can't hear you.

*.
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Matthews: The fìrst time Eileen heard the F-word, she was with Richard Tauber [a

greal.Mozart tenor] backstage in a theatre in London, and some star let out this expletive.

Eileen said, "What did she say? I've never heard that word." Richard turned to her and

said, "Well. I'm not going to be the one who tells you what it means."

You don't make up stories like that.

fThere was some suggestion that star was Jessie Matthews [British actress, member

of Cochran's chorus. sex symbol of the '30s]. But because the reference is unflattering and

Eileen's memory for names was not infallible, I prefer to drop the name when telling the

story.l

I believe Andrée. if she's willing to talk to you, could give you dates better than I can.

She's heard oodles of stories. but maybe they didn't interest her and she's forgotten.

There were two summers where it was almost drought-like conditions, so there was

no grass to cut. but I still went. We had our mid-morning drink and, whether her son-in-

law and daughter arrived for lunch or not, we had smoked salmon sandwiches. Eileen felt

the quality of the salmon had started to deteriorate so we switched to high-quality ham. To

tell you the truth, I couldn't tell the difference.

I was there to listen. I respected her views but I never got into a political argument

with her. I mean, I was in my early 60s. Why did I need to argue with an 8O-year-old

woman set in her views?

Her son-in-law had strong reservations about her stories. He didn't believe her and

started checking up on her. She'd said she was at the London School of Economics, but

he couldn't find any trace of her. I suspect though, with a lot of things she said, that he

misinterpreted her. She probably did go, but not to undertake a degree. She probably just

went to the lectures.
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She did volunteer at an eye hospital in the Sudan. She was keenly interested in med-

ical things because her mother had worked at Lister [Lister Hospital in London] for some

time.

Eileen lived in Rome. She was doing some diplomatic service there. She was there

when Mario Larua died [tragically at the age of 38, on Wednesday October 7, 1959. This

death was mourned by countless fans of his music and films. One of the greatest tenors of

the century- his achievements are ack¡owledged by the Three Tenors]. Eileen started

studying medicine while she was there. not studying for a degree, just out of interest.

People not pursuing a degree could not use the library there, but somehow she was granted

permission.

Eileen met a German Major during her stay in the hospital after one of the plane

crashes. I'm preffy sure this was still during the war.

"I'd say your New Zealanders are splendid soldiers, and we Germans have an

unstinted admiration for them. They seem to have everything. If you only had enough of

them it would make it difficult."

"They certainly are outstanding soldiers, sir," Malan agreed, "and the same thing

could be said of your panz..r divisions. They are deadly efficient.',

After a brief pause, Malan ventured, "There is another angle that has always kept me

wondering, sir, and that is how much does a General and a General's staffdepend on infor-

mation secured by their respective intelligence staffs? Not so much on their staff intelli-

gence offìcers who get their information from raids, prisoners and people of occupied

countries, but on the information of the dedicated professional spies who go behind the

*
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enemy lines and risk their lives to obtain information."

"l don't think I'm betraying any professional secrets when I tell you that an army

staff depends a great deal on authentic information, however it's obtained, provided we

have confidence in the source of the information. All armies have done this for time

immemorial, right from Biblical days, when the Israelites sent their spies into enemy

lands."

"I've often had a sneaking admiration for those men and women who face certain

death to get such information. I figure a soldier comes face to face with death and it boils

down to whether or not he's as good as the man he's facing. But I don't think many peo-

ple could work up enough courage. or whatever it is, to live in constant fear of discovery,

day and night in a strange land."

"Afascinating subject. I'd say a soldieris as dedicated as a spy."

"But they must have some son of iron in their souls, sir. I can see how an ordinary

soldier can go forward in an attack. First, they're rvith many other people. But a man who

is a spy has something extra. There's no sudden surge of spirit, but a cold-blooded mis-

sion of walking into danger for days and weeks at a time. It's unimaginable."

"It's all part of our military and national services. You are perhaps lucky that such

sacrifices are not demanded of you. But we do seem to have gotten onto a morbid subject,

however interesting it is. I can admire a spy's courage, but not his profession."

"I apologize sir, for taking up so much of your time, and probably boring you to death

in the process," Malan said.

The General Major smiled, "Not at all. I have enjoyed this talk, for it gives me the

privilege of meeting enemies on friendly grounds."

"Perhaps then we may be able to talk again, sir," said Malan, "that is, if it doesn't tire

you."
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Napoleon said, "a general should never paint pictures Iof a situation], his intelligence

should be as clear as the lens of a telescope."

'l' a

There are no procedures or set rules for securing intelligence by infiltration through

enemy lines. Recruiting, briefing and infiltration must be adapted to the peculiarities of

the existing situation. Most agents were Iocally recruited for specific missions in the

region we were operating in at the time.

Women were very valuable. They attracted less suspicion in eneml' territory than

men and were often able to extract knowledge of German military intentions from enemy

officers. Some women could turn men into siìly putty.

Silly puffy. The Japanese invasion of the Far East cut off the West's rubber supply,

which threatened the mass production of much-needed tires and boots. The U.S. War

Protection Board commissioned General Electric to develop an inexpensive alternative.

James Wright, a chemical engineer working on the project, experimented with boric acid

and silicone oil, which unexpectedly gelled, resulting in a gooey compound. This new

substance bounced better and higher than rubber. It also stretched farther, withstood decay

longer and had the bizane ability to lift images off the pages of a newspaper or comic

book. The problem was it had no practical use.

It made the rounds at cocktail parties amusing guests, until it caught the attention of

Ruth Fallgatter, toy store owner, and Peter Hodgson, her marketing consultant.

Despite scientists' claims that it had no practical application, Silly Putty has been
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used by everyone' from pilots as ear plugs to secretaries fo¡ cleaning typewriter keys.

- http:l /toycollecring.abour.com/library/weekly I aa}5l g00a.htm

Speaking of rubber, Eileen's husband, Harry Leston, had his own stories.

Harry had two motorcycles during the war, an Arial and a Norton. The A¡ial could

apparentìy go up to 100 mph. But he never did get it up there.

"I'll tell you the story in chronological order. But I didn't find out the rvhole story

until I was commiserating over a beer in the pub. This fellou,. Bob. sold me the motorcy-

cle' the long way around mind you. One night he'd taken the bike out 10 the runway, try-

ing to race it up to 100. Because we'd lost south-east Asia we \vere shorl on rubber. The

planes landing made a terrible noise so we had laid green tree bark on the runways to try

and prevent as much rubber as possible from burning off the pìane tires.Welì. Bob was

speeding along, and the end of the runway was getting closer. and lie was thinking about

what to do about stopping when suddenly, wHev! He was skidding aìong the tarmac, bike

in the air. He'd hit the tree bark.

Soon afte¡ a Jeep pulled up alongside him, and two offrcers said, "report to the con-

trol tower at once." As luck would have it, his commanding offìcer had been watching

from the tower with binoculars. When Bob got back the CO came out and said, .Sherrett,

you've got orders to sell that motorcycle immediately,'which he promptly did to Captain

Crocker, an American.

The next day the CO said, ..who'd you sell that bike to?,,

"Captain Crocker, sir.,,

"Let him know that the fìrst sign of trouble, he's got orders to sell that bike.',

Well that same day, Crocker went round and picked up the bike outside the com-

manding station. It was a beautiful moming. Anyway, he couldn't get the dam thing started.

.:.
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The boys were egging him on, "more throttle." Well Crocker started running alongside the

bike. he gave it more throttle, he cranked it up, and the engine caught. Crocker was then

th¡own backwards. The bike went up and over the boulevard and into the bed of flowers,

manicured to make the RAF symbol.

Jusl as that happen, the CO came out of his barracks across the street. There were the

daisies flying through the air. He came up to Bob and said.'sherrett. I thought I gave you

orders 1o sell that motorcycle.'

"You did sir, and I've sold it to that fellow over there,' said Bob.

The CO looked at Crocke¡ and shouted,'Crocker. you've got orders to sell that

motorcycle immediately."

"But sir," he said, "I didn't even get a ride on it."

I ended up buying the bike, and it was just as much hassle.

Captain Crocker was lost a couple of days later. We lost a lot of good boys overseas.

Note to self:
Everyone seems to have a motorcycle story.

Ray: After D-Day I was transporting casualties from a military hospital in

Portsmouth to Bramshaw. I was leading the motorcycles and ambulances back and forth

from Portsmouth for four days. In those four days I hardly ever got offthe motorbike, even

when the motor bumt out, I got a new one and kept going. When I lay down to rest, I real-

ized that I couldn't move my legs apart. I had perincal dermatitis. It was from all the mois-

ture. The dermatitis was up my butt and everywhere. I ended up in the hospital, and the
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nurses soaked me with everything, from soup to bananas.

Next to me was a guy in the air fo¡ce. He loved to go out on the town, and one night

he escaped through the window behind our bed. I woke up the next day and he was in bed

snoring. Something really stinks, I thought. The chap across the room was going home

that day, and the Mo checking him out could also smell the odor.

Ihere was a pool of urine under the guy's bed and the MO traced it along the floor

to my neighbour's bed. The MO decided it was bladder trouble and they both had to stay

another day.

Another guy went nuts and thought he was a gorilìa. He was jumping from bed to

bed' didn'l give a hoot rvho was in or out of bed. They finally cornered him and tied him

dorvn.

This w'as all in Basingstoke Hospital. That's w'here they put the fellows with bad

burns and missing arns and legs. There's a sight you don't want to see twice.

I saw a guy going around with the back of his hand held up to his cheek. The,v were

grafting skin onto his face.

There was a guy who giggled all the time. His face was bandaged up so there were

just three holes for his eyes and mouth. The nurses had put up a screen around him so they

could changed his bandages without everyone watching. He had just enough energy to

nudge the screen with his finger. He'd nudge it until it clattered to the floor and scared the

nurse' Then he'd giggle. He did that everyday until the nu¡ses couldn't tolerate it and took

the screen away. It was the only fun he had all day.

The hospital was like this [Wheatland Lodge] and the dispensary was at the other

end' I was in awful shape. My poor bum looked like it had gone through a war. The Major

came in and said, "we're going to have to be serious about cleaning you up.,,He wrote on

a sheet and said go down to the dispensary and see what they can give you. I was in an

army dressing gown and you know what they're like. Don't fit in the front and too short
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in the back. lt was tea time when I went down, about 10:30. The guy at the dispensary

looked at me. read the note again and said, "are you sure this is for you?" Well, I'm the

one here and that's my name on the note. "Ok, if you're sure you want it." He went into

the back and came out rvith two 48s of Kotex. I was to soak them with warrn water and

silver nitrate then pack them on at night. They kept the moister longer than the bandages.

I wanted to hìde the packages and thought the best place was in my pillow case. lt

was a great hiding spot until the nurse came in and wanted to fluff my pillow. The Kotex

spilled across the floor. Now look what you've done, I said.

"Oh! I'll try and get you moved out of this ward,', she said.

That didn't happen. The fellows called me Daisy from then on.

Overall though, the nursing sisters were fabulous.

Canadian Nursing Sisters during World War II:
To illustrate the demands of their work, following the Dieppe raid. the hos-

pital at Basingstoke received over 600 casualties and in one i9 l12hour period,
98 operations w-ere performed. The surgical staff took only a few minutes'break
to rest between operations.

-http 
://www. vac- ac c. gc. ca

My buddy Duke and I knew a canadian nursing sister, sister Murch.

One day Duke and I arrived at the hospital where Sister Murch worked and there

rilere casualties all over the parking lot. Duke lost it and was running all over the place

yelling for Sister Murch. Nobody knew who she was, there were so many people. Duke

got into the hospital and ran around asking, "where's Sister Murch?" Well the nurse on

duty saw us as two drunk soldiers; she had to report it to someone and the security or

.3
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orderlies came running down the hallway. I had on one of those big rain jackets. What are

they called?

"A Macintosh?"

No' Well anyway- I was holding it up and Duke's hiding behind me. They wenr by.

and we decided we'd better get out of there quick. We went through the back and had to

jump over the brick waìl to get out of the hospital grounds and back to camp. The drop on

the other side was a little bit fanher because there was the edge of the curb and then the

street. We both managed to sprain our ankles.

We were lined up the next day on the parade square. We'd managed to hide our

swollen ankles thus far. The order came for two paces back march. Evervone moved

except Duke and I. It u'ould have been unfathomable to even march fonvard let alone

backward. We clearly were tJie two guys they rvere looking for, and we were confined to

the barracks for two rveeks.

Ray has lent you a blue one-inch binder full of photographs from during the war.

Photographs taken by a box camera. You don't see those around anymore. photographs

from Aldershot, a woman in a two-piece suìt, da¡k with lighter stripes making a checkered

pattern. She is Sister Murch, the nurse f¡om Nova Scotia. There's a photo of model trains

with a man sitting on top of one of the f¡ont cars. British engineers were trained on these

model trains. The guy who owned them had three. The engineers couldn't train on the ¡eal

trains so they used his.

There's another photo of a fellow looking into a site meter. You lined up the guns rvith

it' Elevation and site. You know. It'd be something like 350 degrees, l2 degrees elevation.

Ray then tells you abo¡t the photograph of the cliff "On the south coast the¡e was
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this point we'd have to scale the wall on a sky hook with eight feet of rope with knots in

it. Like mountain climbing."

That picture is of Trafalgar Square, of course.

And that one is of the Jeep I built.

Note to self:

Fingers holding the crinkled paper in both hands. vena spots his wedding
ring straight away, then the dirt-v fingers. Ray looks up and smiles. He walks
towards the camera, through the picture frame and kisses her cheek. "This is
wonderful," he whispers.

Ray sent his photographs home to Vena. She kept them in her bureau draw'er
and when her longing for Ray's touch exceeded her ability to constrain herself.
she'd take the air mail envelopes out of the drawer and kiss the stamps. The
stamps that had touched Ray's lips.

This is a couple I met, the woman was related to George Black, you know, the fìlm

director. Her daughter had come to see me and had invited me to their house on weekends.

It was in Angmering. In one of the rooms was a blank wall, you pressed a spot and the

wall shifted over to reveal the bedroom. It was all done in pink, even the wash basin.

I also spent time with my Aunt Gladys and my uncle out in Manchester. I stayed with

my uncle for a while and then one day he said, "you've got to go and see your aunt Gladys.

She's been writing your father and saying you haven't come to visit." I didn't realize my

uncle and Aunt Gladys didn't get on.

Gladys'husband was in draperies and what have you. They had quite a large home.
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I rang the bell and this little lady appeared at the door. white top and apron. I said, ..I,m

here to see my aunt."

"Is she expecting you?" I sure hope so, she invited me. The maid went to check and

came back and said, "your aunt says to come in." That house had the same sliding wall to

the bedroom. I was sitting there bored as anything. It was about four in the afternoon and

the maid came in. She says, "your uncle wanls to see you." Fred is lying in this big bed,

pillows all around him, red nose, he has a cold. Fle prett,v much said, "nice to see you, I've

got a cold," and went back to bed.

I was downstairs twiddling my thumbs when the maid comes by and says, "aren't

you coming for dinner?"'Well no one had told me anything. I didn't know where to go.

The maid brought me into this huge dining room, and my aunt and I sat at either end of a

long table. It was the damnedest pantomime you'd ever seen. Us yelling the length of the

table at each other.

"How are you?"

I went to bed about 9 o'clock. The maid showed me to my room and on the bed was

a pair of silk pajamas. Silk with a Russian eagle embroidered on the back. Well I looked

around and couldn't find my clothes. I called the maid back and said, "where are my paja-

mas?"

She said, "they're right there." Those aren't mine. "That's what we wear here," she

said and tumed around and left.

Well I get these things on and have you ever slept in raw silk?

"Slippery," you ask.

I'd lay on my side and whoosh I'd be on my back. Couple of shifts later I'd be on

my stomach. I had to take them off, I couldn't sleep.

The next morning I went to my aunt and said, ..where are my pajamas?,,

"They're out at the laundry" she said.
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"Why are they there?" My other aunt had washed everything for me before I'd

ar¡ived.

Aunt Gladys was quite indignant, "we don't have hand rvashing here."

I collected my things and went back to my uncle's. I wrote to my father and said that

if that was his sister he was welcome to her. I didn't want any part of it.

Six months later the embankment gave way and Gladys' rvhole house u,ent into the

river. It was during the night, they didn't have a chance. The,v all drowned.

drowning in darkness

throu'n off in silent panic

childrens' twisted sheets

legs splayed and dreaming

of drowning then-rising up
and rafting safely

Painted horses dance

plink plonking summer away

under parasols

At the old farm well
done with the toss of a coin

sploo-sh-uhhh

Hail Mary full of grace, the Lord is with thee. Hail Mury, Our Lady of Perpetual

Hope, have mercy on us sinners, now and in the time of our death. Hail Mary, Mother of

Hope have mercy on the children. Have mercy on the souls of those who have yet to live

in a world at peace. Will it ever be so? Hear our prayer.
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Beautiful Boys

Beautiful boys
'We 

were all such beautiful boys
The world is a playground

Of whispers, caresses

Laughter and

Tearing at

Flyaway dresses
'Wrapped 

tight
The puzzles of
Youth and invention
Memories of friendships
Soon thrown together
Photographs and letters

Scrapbooks

And broken dolls
Perfume and lipstick
And beautiful girls
We were all such

Beautiful girls
But now \¡/e are all just
Beautiful souls

Pouring tea for each other
Saying thanks for the memories
Of beautiful boys
We let the world slip through
Our fingers

Laughing
We're laughing

Old friends in the parlour
Our lives
Thrown to the wind
Abandoned long ago

Beautiful boys

Beautiful girls
Well, what did we know

-Ralph 
Alfonso, This Is for rhe Night people
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Lelters for men fighting overseas were sent to one place and then forwarded on to

each unit' This process was partly to protect the secrecy of military movements but also

to allow the censors a look at the mail. whenever Ray went to pick up his mail. he'd sniff
at the letter box. If he smelled Evening in Paris, he knew he had a letter from Vena.

Ray wrote 150 letters while serving during the war. where are they?

Dear Vena,

I'm on the train back to London and I got to thinking about the world and
this war. It's all preffy much rike the schoor prayground. you have your builies
and your sissies, the diplomats, the watchdog or school monitor the rules of
play,freezetag, ring around the rosy, the jump rope songs that are alljust silly
rhymes or are they? Laughter, tears, injuries, victories, rvhose side are you on
anyway? Trading away gum for humbugs. We've shuffled the cards of those in
power, but all we're left with is a game of 52 pick up.

vena, you're a beautiful girl. I knew in grade two that you were the one.
Do you remember playing tag out in the school yard? You taunted me. I was It.
There was laughter as I lunged for you, feeling only the smoothness of your
dress run through my fingertips. Escape. Laughter and tearing at flyaway dresses.
You were a wonder. All bubble and squeak.

Yours,

Ray
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Monique,

I'm glad we finally got to meet. I confess I was leery of you at first. Not
sure what you were trying to get at. I enjoyed the poem you sent and thank you
for the new dolly. You're right. We were all perfume and lipstick. Beautiful
girls.

I could spend the whole day with Ray. My wonderful Canadian ofücer. We

let the world slip through our fingers. Laughing... we were always laughing-
just like old friends in the parlour, our lives thrown to the wind- What did it mat-
ter? What did we know

Best wishes,

Eileen

r{..

Before I came home the army would send you on a course, if you wanted. So I took

a six week course on shoe repair. Then I wrapped candy for awhile. You know. in tin foil.

It was all wrapped by hand. We also spent time knocking down the air raid shelters.

When I was leaving, my trunk was out on the parade square. The truck pulled up, and

two orderlies grabbed my trunk and lifted it into the truck. The guys had put a couple of

Browning pistols in the bottom of my trunk, not realizing how heavy they were. So when

the guys lifted the trunk the bottom gave out and everything spilled across the parade

square. I lost all my Browning pistols.

When we went overseas, we were issued old RCMP pistols, the ones with the big bar-

rels on them. Useless. The first time I fired it, I took all the rifling out of it.

I also started a craft shop overseas while I was waiting to come home after the war.

We made wallets, key chains, slippers, beads, everything.
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"'When did you come home?"

Well, let's see, when was the war over? 1946, I came home in 1946 or 1947 .

I went over on the Queen Mary and back on the Mauretania. After about six days of

smooth sailing we entered Halifax harbour.

Note to selft

Charles Parsons (1854-1931), Harry Leston's grandfather, was Ireland's
most eminent engineer and the youngest son of William Parsons, the third Earl
of Rosse, from Birr castle. charles developed the steam turbine engine.

In 7907 , the 31,000 ton Cunard liners Mauretania and Luisitania com-
menced regular Atlantic service. Both of these vessel could travel at 25 ro 26
knots (42kph), previously almost impossible sustainable speeds for such Iarge
ships ... Mauretaniaheld the Blue Riband for longer than any other liner. over
20 years. Both ships were equipped with 73,000 horsepower from Parsons'tur-
bine engines.

Charles then concentrated on reducing fuel consumption by gearing down
the speed of the turbine and tested out his new engine design on the cargo steam-
er Vespasian. This geared design eventually became the standard, driving ves-

sels such as the passenger liners Queen Elizabeth and Queen Mary. The

battleship HMS King George V and the battlecruiser HMS Hood.
Mauretania was scrapped in July 1935, but the name was reintroduced to

North Atlantic passengers in July 1938. Ray sailed home on the second
Mauretania.
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The Last of the Photographs:

This photo is of an 18-pounder. You see them outside civil oflìces all the time.

You talk some more about the war, Ray's photographs, the Browning pistols he tried

to bring home. You think it is an awful thing to go through-a war. Ray says you just have

to be able to see the funny side of things.

Then it is time to go home. You give Ray a big hug, borrow his binder of photographs

and drive back to Calgary. You pull into a strip mall to get a drink and on the curb spot a

beautiful bird with a long blue tail. 'What's that? It's a magpie. You've never seen one

before. You wonder if you're like a magpie? Collecting the shiny bits of this story.

Scavenger.

I looked through your archive.
Each photograph well fingered,
Flipped front to back many times.
Does the text match the image?

Match the story you've just told?
Do I get any closer to understanding.

What is it you need to understand?

ïVhat it was like.
I'd like to put myself in your shoes.

See what I'm like from your perspective.

You're stuck where you are.

How does that feel?

It depends who you are.
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It was at St- Paul's Church in Edmonton where I was taught to love everyone and I

got into this thing where every time I was saying goodbye I'd say I love you. I still do it

and now I'r'e got the nurses saying it. It's been overheard by a couple old biddies in the

halls. Most of them think I have 20 girlfriends.

I remember the last time I saw Eileen. We had talked about love. She asked if I
thought it possible to love someone you think is evil, whose beliefs you so strongly dis-

agree with, you find that person vile? I told her, "if God can fìnd a way to love the devil,

then yes." I was pretty sure she wasn't talking about brotherly love, so I also told her to

stay away from the Germans. And the ltalians.

I miss Winnipeg. But I miss Edmonton like the devil.

Will you ever go back to Edmonton?

Probably not- We have a family plot in Rexdale, just outside of Edmonton. That,s

where Vena's buried and one day I'll be there as well. I don't know where Al will go. But

that's his own business anyway.

"So in one way or another you'll eventually go back.,,

Yup.

o r.'r a
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Winnipeg Free Press, September 8, 2001

RAYMOND WILLIAM DAKIN Passed away peacefully after a brief ill-
ness on September 2,2001 at the age of 86 in Strathmore, Alberta. He was a
short time resident of the Wheatland Lodge in Strathmore after many years in
Edmonton, Regina and winnipeg. He was predeceased by his wife of 56 years,
Vena, on January 15, 1998. He is survived by his son Alan of 'Winnipeg and by
his daughter Judy and son-in-law Doug Keen of Calgary. He was blessed with
two grandchildren, Samantha of Winnipeg and Kevin (Shauna) of Calgary, and
two great-grandchildren, A. J. and Ch¡istopher of winnipeg. He will be sadly
missed by all who knew and loved him. A memorial service will be held on
Thursday, September 6 at l1:00 a.m. at St. Paul's Anglican Church, 10127-145
St.. Edmonton. Alberta. Rev. P. Michael Williamson will officiate. In lieu of
flowers, donations may be made to St. Paul's Anglican Church Building Fund.

It w'as a hot. sticky day in Winnipeg. Your mother was visiting. You were going to a

paper shop. You we¡e distracted. You locked the keys in the car. The car was running. Your

mother wonders whether a mistake was made at the hospital. She's never locked the keys

in the car. You get a coat hanger from some strangers. What does it matter, you don't know

them, they don't know you. Working away at the lock, you're sweating. Your mother's

standing in the shade sipping lemonade. Hot, sticky day. The car is running. The heat is

killing you.

But the strangers aren't strangers. And after you've jimmied the lock and had some

lemonade, you hear this story about Ray Dakin, Al's dad. Dakin was part of the comman-

do raid that bombed the Maginot Line. He was 2nd Lieutenant R. V/. Dakin. Raymond

William.

You get a copy of the article. It's fascinating. Dakin's a commando. Malan's a spy.

You decide to write the story. Interview the principles in this drama. Use it as your thesis.

o{.
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The Date: June 23, 2001

The Plan: Drive to Strathmore. Interview R. W. Dakin at the Wheatland Lodge.
The Directions (Ray's): coming from Calgary to Strathmore, at the first set of
lights turn right then head straight north. You'll see a trailer park with a white
fence, turn right and about 200 yards is the Wheatland Manor.
The Directions (yours): Coming from Calgary to Strathmore, at the first set of
lights turn left, not right, then head straight north. You'll see a trailer park with
a white fence, turn right and about 200 yards is the wheatland Manor. The sign
says Wheatland Lodge. Ray has lived there for four years.

R. V/. is taller than you fso maybe 5'10"]. White hair, mustache, bent over a bit with

arthritis and age. His knee was really swollen at one point and he used a wheelchair upon

his return from the hospital. But Wheatland Lodge only has two wheelchairs and they're

ahvavs booked. He had to call his daughter in Calgary, and she rented him one. The Lodge

also has scootets, but they are always booked. He suggested in a residents' meeting that

they buv another chair. The suggestion was voted down.

r .!+ ,)

You sit on the edge of Ray's bed. He sits in the chair across from you. He has sun-

glasses on because of cataract surgery. He tells you about Bruce Wilkinson. Bruce was a

dog-trainer. His father \¡/as an assistant scout master in Regina. Ray tells you about losing

the Bible, replacing the Bible, and losing it again, only to have it safely retumed.

He tells you about meeting Eileen Malan, how cold it was in'Wales, moving on to

London and meeting Alice. You hear about motorcycles and icy cold water. Training as a

commando. Fighting as a cofiunando.

There are 186 residents in the Wheatland Lodge, 23 of them are men. Dakin confides

that the menfolk are seriously outnumbered.
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Ray also talks about the Kenricia Gold Mine in Kenora. You've been there. It's located

west of your family cottage, on Bald Indian Bay, There's a reserve across the way. You

know that a whole camp was set up on the island. There is no road access and even boat

access is sketchy. Lots ofrocks and reefs. You know thís because you used to boat down

there and snorkel. There's a beach in front where the dock used to be and you'd go and

Iook down into the old shafts. In June and July sometimes the water was still frozen.

There's a man-made island with a shaft down it too. The miners drove timbers 20 feet

deep into the soft bottom. Then they piled up planks, tailings and rocks until the island

u'as built up to the surface. They drilled the shafts straight down and then went along hor-

izontally. There are two shafts actually, but the natural one is tiny.

Nowadays people play golf off there and have bonfires.

You tell Ray about catching crawfìsh and boiling them. One day while snorkeling

you found old pottery, pick axes, shovels. chains. You donated it all to the Kenora

Museum. You recall having a hell of a time dragging that chain to the surface, and then

you swallowed a mouthful of water when you got up.

Ray likes this story and laughs.

Mancester to Strathmore:

Yup. [Ray snaps his fingers.] Just like that. I've been here about four years. They're

all farmers here. I was a businessman. The first day they sat me down at this table with

four other guys, and they were talking about the 400 series or something. John Deere, and

some guy down the road got one. What the hell are you guys talking about? "Tractors,"

they said.
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I made the mistake one day of saying I thought it should rain or hail, cool the place

down- It was so damn hot. This old bird lit into me. We're in the middle of harvest ... ya

da ya da ya da.I said well, "it's your own damn fault.,,

"Excuse me," she said.

"Look at the state of the fields. When I was out here in the '70s you should have seen

the trees and blufrs. How many bluffs do you see out there now? None. Exactly."

Persona non gt'ala.

You should see. I'm like you. I got here and asked, "'What do you do for entefiain-

ment?" Before I arrived they were investigating getting a pool table. They'd been think-

ing about it for two years. I said, 'Just order it."

I rvas the social club president in August 1999. They [my daughter and the staff]

thought that with my background I'd be a good fit here. Maybe liven things up. Good luck.

I'm one of the youngest here.

"So at 86 you're young and sprightly compared to the rest.,'

They're all in their 90s. There's an old bird in here who is just miserable. She's 94

years old. I said to her one day, "How the hell did you get to live so long?,,

"Excuse me?"

"How did you get to be so miserable for so long?"

she looked at me and said, "l've never been spoken to that way."

"Well someone should have done it a long time ago."

l0s

I told them to order that pool table. When it ar¡ived the old girls were outraged at the



expense' So I went around and asked them what they'd like. Everyone said a bingo table.

So I got that. I \¡/as great, until I started spending money. They've got all this money and

no one wants to spend it. Why?

Entertainment? It's mostly children's things. You know concerts and things done by

the schools. They have a big band that comes sometimes. I don't know why. No one can

get up and dance. The band brings their friends and they dance. I started a Congo line, you

know da da da da da pst, da da da da da pst. With my walker [it's on wheels], I went

around and around the ¡oom and had about 50 people behind me. We must have gone

around for half and hour, them pulling me back. I finally had to sit down, and they were

mad. Party pooper. I said anyone can lead it. rvhy don't you pick someone without a

wheelchair?

Vena and I used to go ballroom dancing in the Fort Garry Hotel in Winnipeg. Then

when we moved to Edmonton we found a new place to go dancing. The first two times

were okay but on the third I was told, "your wife needs a gown ... and you need a tux." I

went out and got Vena a gown and me a tux, shirt, cumber bund, tie and the bill.

What was the go\¡in like? It was powder blue and with [shakes hands near chest sug-

gesting frills maybe?l Oh, I don'r know.

Ray's an oil painter. He had a heart attack and painted the birch trees outside his win-

dow It's a beautiful painting, the background colours move from blue to red with the stark

white birch trees in the foreground. He gave it to Vena as a bithday present. Someone

offered him $1,500 for it the other day. He said,,.not yet.',

o{r
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You call Ray on a Sunday, a couple of weeks after you've met. He is quite bubbly on

the phone. "Helloooo," he crows.

"Hellooo." you cry back- "You're in a good mood today.,'

"lt's a great day to be in any mood. A¡d how are you, my dear?,,

You're doing well. You tell him about the rugby game you went to the other day, you

mention you're still writing. Ray is looking forward to reading it. You suggest coming out

to Calgary and reading it to him. or maybe putting it onto a rape. He's right ìnto that and

you have a very animated conversation. You say. "you w-ant whatever he's having.,,

"lt's just a beautiful day," he says.

A couple of Sundays later you call again. You alw'ays call at the same time on a

Sunday. Ray's gotten used to your calls. He recognizes your voice right away. There's no

answer.

There's never any answer now.

ings taken off the w'alls. It's time to

type the last line.

The photographs have been boxed away, the paint-

close up shop. Ray's gone back to Edmonton. you

The End.
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Afterword

One summer aftemoon in 1998 I happened by chance to meet Al Dakin. Fascinated

by the story of his father and a Bible returned after more than 50 years, I began reading

about the Second World War and soon discovered that the body of material available was

truly enormous. The books and websites that I read and the interview's I conducted led my

research in all kinds of unusual directions. The more I read about the sec¡ets of the war,

especially regarding female agents and commandos, the more I reflected on ìrony, narra-

tive. fact, fiction and the blurred boundary between the offìcial and unofficial word.

When I began to write, i had assumed that the Bible's return marked the beginning,

and end- of Ray and Eileen's story. But now that I've come to the end. all I know for cer-

tain is that their story will continue whether I am uriting it or not. There is no end to Ray's

story. Eileen's. 1,ours or mine.

I still have questions:
'Was 

Eileen ever a spy?
What was she doing in Sudan while her husband was working?
V/hy didn't Ray ever tell his family about his experiences?

Maybe you have questions:
Is it plausible that Ray could have been blown through so many things so many

times?

Why would the Americans be playing "God Save the King" while presenting
Purple Hearts to their own soldiers?

Why does most of the information about Eileen come from other people. but the
information about Ray only comes from Ray?

V/here is the Bible now?
What parts of the story are true and which did you invent?

Although some of the characters are fìctional, the stories they tell are based on actual

documented accounts or first-hand experiences. Any errors of understanding and inter-
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pretation are mine' Although historians and joumalists are to be unbiased, I took the oppo-

site approach' I allowed the present to shape my views of the past. I operated on the

premise that the sto¡ies related to me were genuine, and I felt free to invent minor details,

such as settings and supplementary characters. After all, the writer is not a neutral ch¡on-

icler of events. Who is writing is nearly as significant as what is being written.

The act of telling-the gaps and silences---{an never be exaclly reproduced on the

page' when the story was too mysterious or complicated for me to imagine. I investigated

the documented accounts. But no version of any secret service history can ever be com-

pletely up-lo-date simply because many documents were immediately destroyed and

others withheld from the public, otherwise known as the Thirty years,Rule. The gradual

release of documents hasresulted in aperennial re-writing of hisrory. No one rvill be less

surprised than myself if inaccuracies remain within my own work, for the rvhole published

literature on the subject (as well as the unpublished archive) is pitted wirh them.

For example, several accounts of the commando raids are available. From these, I
chose the most consistently reported details.

Of course the first-hand accounts and interviews were my most valuable tool. Thank

you to Ray Dakin, Nancy and Lionel Leston and Alfred Matthews.

The books that provided me with the most entertainment and information include:

The Spy llho Wore Red and Commandos

I also enjoyed this letter to the London Times by Cuthbert Skilbeck, Camp X com-

mandant 194344, protesting against the film version of A Man Calted Intrepid.
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April 9. 1980.

Sir as I commanded the so-called camp X in the film A Man called
httrepid for some 2 years,I found the wholly fictional handling most distaste-
ful. if not ludicrous.

I join Colonel Buckmaster (April 9) in deploring such a mixture of fiction
with real history. By all means let us have spy stories of fiction. but to traduce
history so flagrantly and to use real names in a fictional story must be unac-
ceptable.

Yours faithfully.
Cuthbert Skilbert
c/o Dyers Halll l -13 Dowgate Hall, EC4

I applaud the following authors, whose books interested me in that blurred boundary

between fact and fiction:

Timothy Findley, The I4tars

Michael Ondaatje, The English PatienÍ
Diane Schoemperlen, Our Lady of the Lost and Found
Merilyn Simonds. The Convict Lover
Jane Urquhart, The Stone Carvers

The following websites also provided useful information:

The Authentic History Center: http://wwwauthentichistory.com/OF{P/l940s.html
The Memory Proj ect: http ://www.themem oryproj ect. com/
Pictures of World War II : http ://www.nara. gov/n ara/ rulrns/ww2photo.html
Veterans Affairs Canada : http ://www.vac-acc. gc. ca
The Women of the S OE : http ://64-baker-street. org/main.html
Women in World War II : htç://www.historyleamingsite.co.uk/women Wry2.htm

After all the interviews and research, there is still not one set of words to describe

this collective experience. The eyes see. The mind knows. The heart feels. But the words

do not exist to make you see, or know, or feel what it is like, what actually happened. The

words are never right.'
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Appendix A

The digital version of Candis Mclean's article for the Alberta Reporî, is available at

http: / I albertareport.com/25 ar copy /25 a3 0 cpy 1253 0arO3 .htm
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'My wonderful Canadian officer'
A gift returns to its startled giver after 55 years

þosted in Grcat Britarn with thc Canadim
f Army during tJre Second World Wu. 27-
year-old Ray Dakin wæ sent lo the (own of
Rhyll in Nonh Wales for spccial anillery
tnining. Since the roofofhis hotel room had
bæn bombed md rcplaccd with fìappingcm-
vas, he did no( "stick round ir much_" Ar a

neuby pub he began talking with a young
womm about hc Bible. "She wæ quite inte r-
cstcd in Ch¡istianity and I rold her srories
abou( the Epistles," recalls Mr. Dakin, now
of Edmonton. Over the next thrce weeks hc
often talked about the Ncw Tcstament wirh
Eileen ì"falm. who, he understood. ç'orkcd
in a grocery store.

One evcning hc said to her. "lfyou'rc that
intcrested in Christianity. I'll give you my
Bible." The ncxr moming he reccivcd a tele-
gm ordcring him immediately back to Eng-
lmd for ma¡æuwes: he left without a chmcc
to say goodbyc. Fifty-fi ve yean later. in Apnl
of this ycar. he receivcd thc Biblc back. Ir
had bccn one ofEilecn s last w,ishcs rhar he
be found. where vcr he was in Cmada. and
Ihc New Testament rcrurned.

I nside was a pt¡616 of hi msel f. "rhe kì nd vou
gct rn a booth. four for a shjllrng. 'On rlc back
u'¡5 wrincn. "lrly w6¡¿¿¡¡u¡ Cmadi¿n offj,
cer Eileen." Recounts lr1r. Dakin: "l jusr sar

herc r'ith a bi_e blank look on my'face. think'
ing- 'Now. how úre hmg did Ùrat cvcr hap¡rn?'
ld¡dn t thrnk l'd madc tìat bie ¡n imprcssion
Bur wc did havc a lot ol fun. playing dars md

urlking abour rhe Scriprures. '

l¡ had becn a fricndshrp. not a romJnce.
at le¿st for N,lr. Dakin. now 81. a rcrireri sales-
man lor Neilson s ch*olarcs and [arher of

Winds of war: Ex-soldiet Dakn wid't 9ìde nd (insei) in lgÁ2.

She dined with k
[f,f nen Ei.læn Malan met Ray Da.l.on. shc did nor w.ork in a gro,
U U cery storc, as he wõ lcd to believe. She acrually worked for

the British foreign officc in mpons and cxpons. drove race ca¡s
al Brooklands mcc ¡rack, met lvlussolini ar a guden parr)'. and hol-
idayed ar Bal¡ooral Castle. according to AlfÍed lvlanhews. now
of Vctoria- B.C. f t was he who t¡acked doq lr{r. Dakin a¡d rcnrmcd
the Bible given 1o lvls. Mala¡ a ha.lf "century before.

Mr Manhews, a retired computcr spccialìsr. was a neighbour
of Ms- Malan in England in ¡ecent years. md describes her as
"the mos( fasciraring pe rson I cver rct." Mr, Matthcws reporls
that after mæting lvlr. Dakin. Ms. Malan was scnr to wesr Africa
as an intcrpre(er, where she later married Caprair Harry Lcston.
Hc was a British army officer who was supposedly a sccrerary to
the British High Commission, but was acrually a milirary iote[ì-
gence officer-

The couple. a.long with their three children, spcot l0 years in
tïe Sudan, wherc they became known, ard accepted- as an "out-
ragcous" couple in the gmnd British rndirion. They wcre best-
krown for entertaining A¡ab heads of ståre wirh rheir Yorlcshire
terriersining on a chairat the table wirh rhem. The dog. how-
ever, was well-rrained; he aæ dclicarely and never pur his paws
on the table.

ings-and dogs
"Eileen u'rsn't a beaury, bur shc had a magneùc pesonaliry."

explains Mr. lrl¡nhews. She told him she bccme a friend of rhe

Duke of York. latcr King Ceorgc V[. when thcy met ar â veren-
nrian's clinic q'ith their sick dogs. Wairing to go ro a pany in
Monaco. a man who admircd he r dog tumed our to bc Jack Wmcr.
the film producer. [-ater. hc wanted to maJie a ñIm about her life.
but she rcfused bccause of secrecy issues. Mr. lvfanhews repons.
-[ saw a photo of hcr witJ¡ the Aristorle Onassis fmily, md she
servcd coffee from a ponery set which Picasso made for her-"

Mrs. Leston's son Lioncl, who lives in Lillooct. 8.C., has an
egg cup inscribed to hrm and signed by Picasso. He describes
his motler as m eccenu'ic social animal who may have found chil-
d¡en "a bit of an inconvenicnce," but he has interesting mcmo-
ries of "trekking" with his parents through the sering Sahra io
a convoy of trucks. ''geming lost and goirg round in circlcs." He
also remembers hn mcntioning lvfr, Dakrn,

lraming these thiogs about tus friend now, for the first time. Ìrlr
Dakin says hc is oot completcly surpriscd "Shc was not your ordi-
nary. guden variety of girl. She was somerhing. all right-polite
and well-spoken. But she wasn't one of these flighry women when
I was a¡ound."

LM.
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two. "l had becn married b€fore I wcnr ovcr.
seas, and I was still in love," he cxplains.
"l told my wifc, Vcna_ abour Eilæru and thcre
was no næd for her to get jealous bccause
I'd bæn i¡ love with hcr since Grade 7. md
it was cooked !"

It may have bcen differcnt- however, for rhc
reccntly divorced Ms- Mala¡. 'll-hosc En-
glìsh girls--if you were nice to ürem. rhey all
lovcd youþst bcousc you werc Caradiar."
Þlr. Dakin smilcs. "We were so diffcrcnr
from thc Americ¿¡s. They werc showoffs
with los of moncy to taÌc girls to movies.
C¿¡adiansjust rook tÌ¡cm out for walks."

Oncc in Englard. M¡. Dakin lamcd thar
I-ord Mountbanen was forming a ¡op sccrct
commando unit. Afier meeting the rigorous
qualifications and surviving trairung, he md
his unìt were ù-aruponcd by nighr ac¡oss rhe
Englìsh Channel in spcedboar and motor-
torpcdo boats and smuggled into Frilcc.
The re, they disruptcd com¡nunicatjors, te¡¡.
ing down telephone [ines, blouing up un-
dcrground cables. ard tossing gcnades inro

convoys. Sripped of all idenrifrærion- in-
cluding dogrags. tircy world mt havc bæn rak-
cn prisoncr if they had bæn eughr ''fhey just
shot you. Wc wcre dad ducks," M¡. Dakin.
u'ho insists hc "wiln't a hero," notcs.

N'l¡. Daktn soon becamc rhe head of his unir
of l5 men. \Àtrilc approaching Frurce in small
boa6 one night his commardo unit discov-
crcd thar hugc railway mrJs had bæn cmbcd-
dcd in the coæt. thci¡ sharpcned cnds point-
ing into thc chamel. "l yelJe4 'God bless
you ard let's go!"'Thc men had rojmp in ard
su'im th¡ouglr rhc gigmtic spikes while bcing
shot at from abovc ('Thar was half rhc fun").

Despitc thc rails-whicl the invasion uoops
of D-Day would latcr have to ncgoliate-$ìc
comma¡dos made it to thcir objcctive: long-
rurge guns which were Fnng shclls ar Britain.
Thcrc. thc¡' chipped off pieccs of the con-
cretc in w'hich the guns were embelded. so
(hal scicnlists in Brirain could figure our
which explosives would havc ùc bcst chmcr
of blou'in8 them up.

E¿ch rime M¡. Dakn rcrumcd lo his anilJerl.

unit after one of his ll commando raids.
the otÌ¡er men would ask him u,herc he had
been. but he could not sâ), a word_ "J was
the original vanishing man." he chuckles,
Evcn today úrere are many things he fæls hc
camot rcveaj.

While staggcring ashore one moonlcss
oight, thc commando unit u'as caught in
mæhirc gun fire. As the bu.lJets sprayed dom
the li¡e of mco ro N{f. Dâkin's righr. hatf of
them fcu. But when the bullers rcachcd Mr.
Dakir, they mysreriously stoppcd. A momcnr
later. the hail of bulJers begm once again to
mow down men to his lcft.

Whcn troops eventualll' captured that
machine gun- they leamed thar ir could swcep
only 90 degræs before hining a norch ofcon-
crete in the centre. Then rhe gun had to bc
lified over r-he notch bcfore it could swecp
anoúrer 90 degrees. lr,l¡. Dakin had bæn pre-
cisely in line with rhat norch. "l swear my
religion helped mc in many cascs. but the
Lord was rcally u,rth mc ùìat nighr.'

-{andis McLean
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Back: "Jerry, Mac, Dad.
same [bub?] and what a

shortly. Ray."

Appendix B

Freddie, Gordie. We are all in the
bunch. I'll be sending some others

Back: "Aug 44-Tl'¡e front of the house. This is
the bedroom I s)eep in. it's all Blue."

Back: "The Duke and my bike. so you can see rvhal
ir's like."

The Royal A¡chor with the boss Mr, Lane. The larger engine

[pictured above] weighted 5X tons loaded and cost $20,000 to
build. "His big engine, and it runs no foolin"' Apr/44.

The Halden House



Sister Murch at Anchor.

Back: "Daddy reading all about his nerv
son on the rva1, to Church- Teleeram.
23t4t44"

Back: "Jerry, Mac, Benn¡ Fred. Duke
just had a shower."

London street scene: horse-drawn carriage and Rolls Royce.
Back: "Taken on my leave. This statue commemorates the Great
Fire ofLondon. The second car from the corner is a Rolls Royce.
Bellingsgale Ma¡ket is behind the statue. Sept l8-27144 across

the road."

Back: "Sister Murch and Duke."
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